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MUSICAL ITEMS. 
[All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Helen D. Tketbab.'Box 2920, New York City.] 
Home. 
Mb. a$d Mbs. Richabd Bttrmeister, the pianists, have 
been playing at Baltimore. 
Mb. Joseffy will play with the Boston Symphony at 
Worcester, Mass., some time in February. 
Mb. Constantin Sternberg, of Atlanta, Ga., has 
concluded his remarkably successful tour through the 
Western States. 
Mb. and Mrs. Francis Korbay gave two of their 
(four) chronologically arranged historical pianoforte and 
vocal recitals in December. 
D’Albert gave three recitals in Boston in December 
His programmes ranged from the classics to modern 
music and included his own suite No. 1. 
At the D’Albert-Sarasate Concert in New York, on 
December 12th, the pianist conducted his .overture 
“ Esther’’ and played his own concerto in B minor. 
At the last Cincinnati Symphony Concert Chadwick’s 
new American Symphony was performed, and Mine. 
Riv6-King was the pianist, playing Rubinstein’s D 
minor concerto. 
Mr. Henry Nast, formerly professor at the Cincin¬ 
nati Conservatory of Music, has located in Denver 
(Room 63, Barth Block), and is meeting with much 
success. ' 
Miss Aus der Ohe will he the soloist of tbs Nikisch 
Symphony Concerts, January 2d, 3d, and 4th. Miss 
Aus der Ohe will give a. number of recitals in New York 
during the month of January. 
Karl Formes, the renowned basso, died in San 
Fxapcisco, on December 16th, having sung for the last 
time in the “Barber of Seville,” on the previous Friday 
He was born in MUlheim, on the Rhine, on August 
7 th, 1816. — 
Richard Burmeister played the Mozart pianoforte 
Fantasia in C minor and the C major Fantasia by 
Schumann, atthe ninth Peabody, recital, in Baltimore, on 
December 6th. 
The Iowa Music Teachers held their annual c'onven 
tion in Des’ Moines, from December 81st to January) 2d 
1890, It offered the usual variety of-interesting and 
important papers for discussion, as well as musica' 
features. 
The New York German Opera has produced Rossini’s 
“William Tell,” Verdi’s “H Trovatore” and “ Un 
Ballo in Maschera; ” Halevy’s “The Jewess,” Gold¬ 
mark’s “The Queen of Sheba,” Wagner’s “The Flying 
Dutchman ” and “ Don Giovanni.” 
Euge#D’Albert will give three pianoforte recitals in 
Steinway Hall. They will take place at 3 o’clock, on 
the afternoons of January 3d, 7th and 13th. After the 
completion of his American tour, D’ Albert will reside 
in his castle at Mer&n*, in Tyrol. 
Teresa Carreno has pleased mightily German critics. 
Otto Lessman, of Berlin, said: “ Mrs. Carreno com- Eares with pianists of ordinary calibre just as a Brunn- 
ilde would with a well brought up ‘ bread andabutter 
miss’of our time.” • * ° 
The first annual meeting of the Music Teachers’ 
State Association of Pennsylvania was held in Philadel¬ 
phia during the holidays. . The meetings were" of 
unusual interest, both literary and musical. The next 
meeting will be held in the sarne city. 
The Boston Musical Record writes: “ It is within the 
bounds of truth to state that no child-pianist has ever 
appeared in Boston who has possessed such genuine 
musical instincts, such touch and such regard to ex¬ 
pression as little Otto Hegner.” 
Alonzo E. Stoddard, the well-known baritone, died 
m Boston on December 19th. His last public appear¬ 
ance was in Boston, on December 9th, with the Emma 
Juch Opera Company. He was born in North Brook¬ 
field, Mass., in 1842. His repertory included about forty 
parts. 
Mr. Emil Liebling, of Chicago, has been most actively 
engaged in the affairs of mnsic this season. From the 
circulars sent us we find that he is an honorary member of 
the Liebling Amateur Club. The former society gave 
twenty-seven recitals last season. Mr. Liebling has also 
participated in a number of recitals this winter. 
The Bridgeport Choral Society, numbering two hun. 
dred voice's, Mr. S. §. Sanford conductor, gave A. R. 
which “Martha” and “Othello” have since been 
added. 
The Boston Symphony Orchestra, with its new con¬ 
ductor, Mr. Nikisch, began its first tour on December 
16th. The cities visited were New Haven, NewYork, 
where the programme included Brahm’s violin concerto 
(Mr. Franz Kneisel) and Prelude to “Tristan and 
Isolde ” and Schumann’s D minor Symphony; Philadel¬ 
phia, where Mme. Bloomfield-Zeisler performed a con¬ 
certo by Litolff, No. 3, in E flat; 'Baltimore, where _ 
Carl Faelten played Rubinstein’s G minor concerto, and 
Washington, where the soloists were Mr. Joseffy and 
Miss Margulies, who together played Saint-Saen’s 
Variations in a Theme by Beethoven, Mile. Deeea, Mans. 
Manoury and Mr. Lichtenberg. 
On December" 15th a concert of Beethoven’s music 
was given in Steinway Hall, for the purpose of raising 
funds for the preservation of the Bonn Beethoven House. 
Theo. Thomas, an orchestra of one hundred and 
twenty men, Mme. Lehmann - Kalisch, Mr. Paul. Ka- 
"isch, Mr. Victor Herbert and the chorus of the New 
York Liederkranz participated. Among the works 
chosen were Ike Aria “ Abschenlicker” and “ Prisoner’s 
Chorus,” from Mdelio, “Egmont” overture and the 
Fifth Symphony. The performance resulted in the sum 
of $1000 for the benefit of the Beethoven Museum, as 
the home in which the master was born is to be called. 
Foreign. 
Stavenhagen, the pianist, has been winning new 
aurels in Berlin. 
Mme. Geester sang in a recent Berlin-Pbilharmonic 
Concert, « ' 
Frederick Clay, the popular English song writer, 
died recently, aged 49 years. 
Salo’s Opera “ Le Roi d’ Ys” crowds the Opera 
Comique, Paris, nightly. 
That artist pair, Mr. and Mrs. George Henschel, are 
Gaul’s can tan ta, “Joan of Arc” on December 17ih 
Miss Horteiise Pierse, and Misses W. H. Rieger and P. 
Robipson, all of New York, were the soloists. 
Herr Heinrich Vogl, the famous tenor, once the 
favorite singer of King Louis of Bavaria, arrived in New 
York ill with an abscess behind his right ear. Upon his 
recovery he will, appear at the German Opera jn the 
r&le of “ Lohengrin,” “ Tristan,” “ Loge ” (Rheingold), 
“Siegfried,” “ Whither” (Die Meistersinger), “ Tann- 
hauser” and “ Florestan ” (Fidelis). 
Edward Baxter Perry returned to Boston the 16th 
of December, after a tour of twelve weeks, in which he 
hasigiven fifty-seven lecture recitals, going as far north 
as Duluth, Minn., and as far west as Yankton, Dak., 
and playing in the leading cities and colleges in all the 
intervening States. He is at present filling engagements 
in the vicinity of Boston, and will start the 1st of Febru¬ 
ary on a trijj through Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, 
Georgia and Alabama, and ending in Tennessee. 
The Chicago Auditorium was inaugurated on Decern 
her 9th by a concert, at which the “ Festival Ode,” by 
Mr. F. G. Gleason, was heard. Mme. Patti sang “ Home, 
Sweet Home” and Eckert’s “Swiss Song.” Mr. 
Clarence Eddy presided at the organ. The opera season 
was inaugurated on the 10th, with Gounod’s “ Romeo 
.and. Juliet.” Mme. Patti and Ravelli filled the chief 
rdles. Tamagno, the great tenor, upade his d6bxit on 
the 11th, inRossini’s “ William Tdll.” Mme. Albaai 
appeared the next night in “ Faust.” “II Trovatore” 
and “Lucia” complt leted'the week’s performances, to 
taking a recital tour through Italy. 
The death. is announced in Paris' of the Marquis de 
Caux, once the husband of Mme. Patti. 
The Berlin Wagner Verein gave its first concert of the 
season, under Karl Klindworth’s leadership, on Jan. 4th. 
Frl. Brandt, the famous contralto, is now engaged 
in teaching dramatic singing in Vienna. 
Karl Klindworth has been engaged by the Imperial 
Musical Society to direct two concerts in Moscow 
January. 
Mme. Nevada has been delighting the music lovers 
the Netherlands, in “Lakme,” “Mignon” and “U 
Barbiere.”_ 
At the second Berlin Philharmonic Concert Dr. von 
Biilow produced Dvorak’s Symphony in D minor, ar«j 
m 
Brahms’ violin concerto in D minor. 
Mr. Wm. Candidas, the tenor, has been ei 
sing at the opera at Franfort-on-the-Main. Mile, Patti 
and Gotze, the tenor, have recently appeared in < pera in 
that city. _ t Bom11 
A recent Lamoureux concert in- Paris ihfclut d in 
its programme Schumann’s E fiat Symphony, four 
excerpts from “ Die Meistersinger,” air from Gluck’s 
“Orpheus,” overture to Tannhauser, and “ Waldbeben,” 
from “Siegfried.” 
Jit the Mozart Concert given at the Leipsic (Iswand- 
haus, on December.fith, the anniversary of the master’s 
death in .1791. Dr. Reinecke played the p3am»ftwt« con¬ 
certo in D. The symphony in D,that had its first per¬ 
formance in Leipsic, ^on May 12th, 1789, under the 
composer’s direction, was also given; 
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THE LIBEBATIOH OF THE KING FINGEB. 
«fc —:—- ' " \ 
BY EMILBRESLAUR. 
Translated for'The Etude, from The KlavierUhrer. 
In the year 1882, an attempt was made to perform the 
operation on a pupil of Mr. Zeckwer, director of a well- 
patronized music school in Philadelphia. According to 
the statement of Dr. Forbes, Professor of Anatomy of 
Jefferson College; the result was‘Bupposed to be a suc¬ 
cess. Previous to the operation, the ring finger could be 
raised but a quarter of an inch, while after it a whole 
inch. Even its strength was increased. Several years 
later, article's on that subject were published in various 
American papers, more especially in the musical-peda- 
The Etude (Editor Th. Presser). They 
and emanated 
gogic paper 
Btated new successes of the operation 
from persons who had it performed on their own hands. 
They were all highly delighted with the ease with which 
they could handle the ring finger. Despite these appa¬ 
rent successes, I could not suppress the doubts I had, and 
warned persons who, dazzled by those statements, were 
tempted to try the experiment, to wait until medical 
authorities had pronounced it perfectly harmless and 
satisfactory as to the results. I promised to induce 
German surgeons ef repute to give their opinion on the 
question. My request was cheerfully granted, and I 
received reports from four such authorities, which I 
hereby submit to the reader. 
Dr. Israel, leading physician in the Jewish Hospital, 
thinks that, although the operation is perfectly practical, 
he would never encourage it to be performed on a person 
whose hands are in a healthy condition, because the I 
most innocent operations might lead to very unpleasant 
results, such as suppurations, results which might en¬ 
danger the free and perfect use of the hand of an artist. 
For that reason he does not favor the recommendation, 
of the. “ Dr. Forbes Operation.” 
- Dr. Kuester, Professor of Surgery at the University , of 
Berlin, considers the operation also perfectly practical, 
and if performed carefully , certainly without any danger. 
yet he did not think himself competent to give an 
opinion as to the result in regard to technics, unless he 
had performed it himself first. 
Med. Counc. Dr. Hahn, leading physician in the 
hospital at Friedrichshain, thinks that the operation may 
be performed safely, but that, possibly the greatest pre¬ 
caution must be taken. Whether the operation would 
lead to a freer ^pd stronger use of the fourth finger would 
be seen when, as he hopes, he will have an opportunity 
to experiment to that effect on corpses and on the living. 
However, under all circumstances, he would not choose 
virtuosos for his first experiments, but beginners ; as a 
possibility is still there that, under circumstances, the 
operation might result in a deterioration instead of amelio¬ 
ration. 
Privy Sanitary Counsellor Dr. Langenbuch, leading 
physician at the Lazarus Hospital, warns against the 
operation performed by a bungler, as, although otherwise 
harmless, it might endanger the hand, the arm, even the 
life of the person operated upon. 
The publication of these opinions had been delayed 
for various reasons, until I was reminded of it by a letter 
which I received from Mr. E. von Adelung, from East 
Oakland, Cal. . - * 
In order to obtain also the judgment of a foreign au¬ 
thority in the field of surgery, I applied to Pfpfessor 
Helferich, Dean of the University of Greifswalde arid 
Leader of the Ghirurgieal University Clinique, and re¬ 
quested him to give me his opinion on the question, 
communicating to him, at tbe same time, the above 
mentioned statements, together with Mr. von Adelung’s 
letter. He readily complied with my request, and thus 
I publish herewith Mr. von. Adelung’s letter and Prof. 
Helferich5a kind answer:— \ - 
Dear Sir:—If I am not .much mistaken^, a subject 
was discussed in the columns of the “ Klavierlehrer^ 
several years ago, which for a couple of years has'been 
much agitated-sin cities such as San Francisco, Phila¬ 
delphia, Boston, and probably many others, viz.: the 
operation on the accessory tendon in order to raise the 
fourth finger- better and higher. You would bestow a 
great fayor on me if you would publish in your valuable 
paper, the “ Klavierlehrer,” the . chronologic, histoiy of 
that question as far as it has reached this press. 
Here in America much has been w^ften iri'fiivor of 
it and but little against it. 
The friends of the question call it a great advantage 
for pupils, especially in passages of thirds and double 
|* trills, where th.e third and fifth finger are held down the 
moirient the fourth and second have to strike, llie op¬ 
ponents, however, claim that the result in many cakes is 
unimportant, if not negative, arid that the cuttirig df that 
tendon must necessarily impair the side. motion arid 
strength of the little finger. 
Therefore we may ask :•— 
1. Have authorities iri. surgery given their" opinion, or 
only amateurs or persons without sufficient experience ? 
2. Was their jndgment favorable or unfavorable? 
The tendon in question varies in regard to largeness, 
position and formation in different persons. It may be 
presumed that, in the course of musically gifted genera¬ 
tions, the tendon is gradually lengthened so as to offer 
less or no resistance to the effort of raising the fourth 
A lady teacher who visited me proved to me that she 
could raise the fourth finger as easy and as high as the 
third, and said that she had never experienced any dif¬ 
ficulty in that way. 
Yet with the great majority the difficulty of raising 
that finger is still a great .obstacle to a speedy technic de¬ 
velopment of it; even Dr. Adolph Kullak, in his “ JEs- 
thetik des Klavierspiels,” calls the fourth finger “ nnfrei, 
schwach nnd steif,” requiring three times as much prac¬ 
tice as any of the other fingers. In San Francisco alone, 
at least 200 persons, if not many more, have undergone 
that operation. As the operation has resulted already 
in much mischief, as many persons were induced to be 
operated upon merely in the hope to Baye years of prac¬ 
tice and become brilliant players in a short time, it 
would do a great deal of good to obtain the judgment 
of a good, sound German authority on which reliance 
could be placed by persons engaged in the discussion of 
that subject on this continent. 
Hoping your kind fulfilling of my"request, I remain 
most respectfully yours, E. von Adelung. 
Dear Sir:—It is impossible for me to answer briefly 
your question in respect to the liberation of the ring finger 
by an operation. The idea to remove the obstacle of free 
motion of the fourth finger by an operation, is very nat¬ 
ural, and undoubtedly was discussed by many before Dr. 
Forbes, in Philadelphia, proposed to carry it out. 
It, furthermore, is beyond donbt that Dr. Forbes was 
the first to perform- the operative liberation of the ring 
finger, and recommend it enthusiastically to pianists, 
shall attempt to show the position that modern German 
surgery takes to’that question. 
The peculiar difficulty of a free motion of the* fourth 
finger may be perceived on every living hand. The 
pianist is most aware of it, but the conditions may be 
traced easily if, when forming a fist, you try to stretch 
and lift each finger by itself. The success is the smallest 
with the fourth finger, but the ability to stretch iB im 
proved if only One of the neighboring fingers is lifted 
also, and still more if both of them are stretched simul¬ 
taneously.—An anatomic expression of that difficulty, so 
to say; is the connection of the tendons between the third, 
fourth and fifth fingers, which may be easily felt and even 
seen on the back of each hand, near the third joint on 
the base of each finger, whenever a finger is alternately 
bent or stretched. 
Dissection shows these tendons regularly at the place 
mentioned, and each anatoinic chart gives yon an illus- 
■tration of it. Bat in its details the illustration shows a 
marked difference. Sometimes the tendoris are broad 
| and stiff, other times, long and thin. Even between the 
second and third fingers you find traces of such a tendon, 
but .Always weaker than those between the last three 
fingers. XQonsider, also, the fact that ori the hands of new¬ 
born children these tendons are nearly equal, and yon 
will be able to approach the conclusion which I am going 
to draw.- 
That the flexibility and independent motion of- the 
fingers of. different hands is very different is a fact well 
known to everybody. Mark the coarse and awkward 
motion of a working man, arid compare it with the 
dexterous finger-riiovements of a pianist, and you. will 
imagine the difference in the condition of those tendons. 
As similar as it is in childhood, so different in manhood, 
accprdirigto the degree to which the fingers are prac¬ 
tice. The index is used more than any other finger, 
wherefore the tendon connecting it with the third is so 
insignificant in proportion. The tendons of the other 
fi'ri&ers offer the less resistance the inore they are used 
iri’tfeyeridently in diligent practice. The independence 
they can obtain is truly marvelous. But natural talent 
arid indefatigable zeal are required, these two will and 
must cumulate in the highest degree of flexibility. 
You will Bay that I might have dispensed with these 
remarks, which have nothing to do with the ^Froebel 
operation, and are.facts which yon all know to be such. 
You are right; but yet they are not superfluous. They 
show what fruits constant practice can produce. The 
results of constant practice are the Bame with all the 
members of the human body. Strong tendons cease to 
offer obstacles to the highest development nnder those 
circuinstances. 
The operation in question would be of little use in 
hands possessing strong and broad tendons; it would be 
of more use in a hand with highly-developed flexibility; 
bat even then it could not be recommended, for while 
practice will famish the same result, the treatment of 
the hand of a virtuoso by surgery would be objectionable, 
for the slightest damage would become a vital question. 
But where an innocent, although more laborious, treat¬ 
ment has the same effect, I would never advise an opera¬ 
tion, however harmless it may he. Under peculiar cir¬ 
cumstances, an operation might exceptionally be per¬ 
formed^ then the tendons between the third and fourth 
and fourth and fifth might be cat and the cure of the 
wound by proper treatment effected, but the operation 
should never be performed by hands which are not per¬ 
fectly schooled and practical. 
Herewith, dear Sir, I have given you my views on a 
subject- in the treatment of which we lack practical 
experience in Germany, most probably also in Europe. 
A more detailed communication of resulte as observed 
in America would be of interest, but such statements 
would have to be divested of all enthusiastic impulses 
which might have dictated them. . 
With great esteem, your deygtgd 
T\_ TT_X. 
Greifswpld, Aug. 5th, 1889. V 
Dr. Helferich. 
THE MISUSE OF MUSIO. 
I dispise all Superficial, frivolous music, and never oc¬ 
cupy myself with it. The object of music is to strengthen 
and ennoble the soul. If it does else save honor God 
and illustrate thelhoughts and feelings of great men, it 
entirely misses its aim. Bnt what shall I say of those 
men who, gifted with the divine power of creating music, 
misuse their power in $ contemptible manner ? There 
are such men, however, on whose ingratitude it is im¬ 
possible to look without indigtoation. And their works 
alone are those that deserve the epithets, enervating, de¬ 
moralizing. But, should any one pretend to say that all 
music is a frivolons luxury, he^pay rest assured that the 
frivolity, and other defects btfflSes, are to b#- looked for 
in his own breast and not in the nature of music.—Mo¬ 
rales. ' „ 
—Musical student, ploddin gat your work eight ®d5 
ten hours a day, yon are both gaining and defeating an 
object in your career. Technique, is a great, deal; in 
these days of specialism, technique is the most imp< 
to acquire, but it is not all. When you have acquired all 
possible technique, you will sed that it is a means an not 
an. end; you must have something to. say with it. ■ Bacx 
of the technique there must be a mind, a heart, a soul, 
and if you are developing the fingers arid wrists, only, ypu 
will possess merely the bucket, without any well wherein 
to use it You must broaden your nature as well as 
develop your muscles. You must read, you must think, 
yon must study history, you must form an acquaintance 
with the artB outside of music, and then when your tech- 
niqi e d el ped, vith i well rounded a ind, > sjjnap^T 
thetic nature, and a healthy physique, von will step in tne 
arena fully armed and equipped, an ideal musician. 
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rEIHOIPLES or PIAHOFOETE PLATING. 
BY CHAS. P. BLANDNEB. 
per- 
Extracts from an essay read -at the Pennsylvania State Music 
Teachers’- Association, December 27th, 1889. 
W.nwf we compare the present advanced state of the 
pianoforte with that of the spinet, virginal; harpsichord, 
or clavichord of the past, it becomes evident that the 
mechanical principles now applied a^s for different from 
those that were used for those antiquated instruments 
out of which the pianoforte has been developed. 
We have no time to follow this development from 1500 
to 1750, but take the year 1758 as our starting-point, the 
year in which Emanuel Bach published his “ True Art 
How to Play the Clavichord, for that iwas the in¬ 
strument most in use on the Continent, and continued so 
till the end'of the century. Haendei, Sebastian Bach, 
Haydn and Mozart used and wrote for the Clavichord. 
Marburg, in 1755, and Tuerk,' in 1789, still wrote 
clavierschools. It was Dussek who, at the beginning of 
this century, wrote the first “ Pianoforte School’' ever 
published. . 
Concerning the first mechanical principle, that of 
touch -in general, Dussek giveB us little information, nor 
did Mueller, in his'“ Pianoforte School,” published In 
1804. It was Muzio Clementi who, in the first decade of 
this century, developed the art of pianoforte playing to a 
high degree of perfection, so much sothat his great work, 
“ Grades. ad Parnassnm,” published already in 1817, 
still holds rank; as one of the first text-books of the art. 
Kalkbrenner and Hummel contributed their-share, as 
also did Herz and Moscheles, and the mechanical prin¬ 
ciples were considered fully developed when Czerny 
came out with his “ Grand Pianoforte School,” Op. 700. 
In 1852, Plaidy followed with his “Technical Stud¬ 
ies,” a valuable method for the formation of a firm 
touch, but overloaded with five-finger exercises, that 
bear no reference to the higher style of execution, such 
as the compositions of Chopin and Liszt demand. 
To meet this want, Theodore Kullak wrote his“ Octave 
School” and his Op. 61. The most exhaustive trea tise 
however, covering all modern demands in regard to 
technic, was published at Leipzig, in 1857, “ Koehler’s 
Systematic Methode.” In this valuable work all 
taining to touch is fully investigated and illustrated. 
They are summed up in these divisions: Second fin 
ger joint touch, knuckle-joint touch, wrist touch, elbow 
. touch; .combined second finger and knuckle-joint touch, 
combined knuckle and wrist touch, add combined wrist 
and, elbow touch. Passing the fingers over the thumb, or 
the thumb under the fingers, extension and contraction 
. of the hand, muscular motion of the arm and wrist in 
change of position, changing the fingers while sustaining 
the same key, changing the fingers in rapid repetition of 
the same key, the legato and the staccato touch. Ip 
Germany, most of the Profession considered them as 
conclusive; yet how many instruction books have since 
then appeared, how much has been said and written oh 
this subject. ' 
We hear about the singing toifch, the clinging touch, 
the Deppe falling touch, the Wieck touch, tne Lei 
and the Stuttgart Conservatory touch, the Boston Con¬ 
servatory touch, the Mason touch, an so forth; in fact, 
there are so many claims set forth for various touches 
that the inquiring teacher is at a loss where to look for 
the true principles, for, like the various systems of the¬ 
ology, they all contain some truth. 
We would like to speak, however, of an error which 
more or less pervades most of them. 
As. early as 1811, Adams, in his “Pianoforte School” for 
the Paris Conservatory, was the first to suggest that the 
tone.of the pianoforte was subject to a great variety of 
expression, color or “nuances,” and that all depanda 
on the manner in-which the keys are pressed or struck 
down. While there is some truth in this assertion, it 
has led to many errors that have crept into many of our 
present mechanical systems. 1 
We_ think that we ave powers over the tones of onr 
instrument which in reality we do not possess. The 
fact is often forgotten, of not duly considered^namely, 
that between the performer and the tonal source of the 
piano, the strings, a dead medium intervenes, namely, 
the key, with its various levers, springs, jerkers, and 
hammers; that the sounds of the piano are not like those 
of the hnman voifce, or like those of the violin and other 
instruments, which are under Ihe immediate contact and 
control of the performer. We forget that it is almost 
impossible lor ns to impart any esthetic qualification to 
the sound, that in these respects we are dependent on 
the maker of the instrument. Some imagine that this 
natural obstacle can be overcome by a peculiar system of 
touch, and we hear about the round-tone toubh, vthe 
bell-tone tonofi, the sympathetic touch, the sbfiorous; 
touch,, the soft, velvety loach, and other such mis' ,ken 
ideas." The feet is simply thisLet a child strike a key 
on the piano, and let a master strike the same key with 
. the same degree of- force, and both tones are exactly 
alike. Ib is only in a series of sounds combined to 
some musical form, that the master’s tquch will at once' 
be recognized, by the various degrees of force be applies 
to the different keys, by the manner in which he com¬ 
bines or isolates the different sonnds. ' No peculiar 
mechanical motion -will give him this control over the 
s, but only the artistic development of his musical 
mind. 
The second mechanical principle, to claim onr atten¬ 
tion, is the acquisition of touch by practice*--The old 
maxim, “ practice makes perfect,”- needs no farther 
asgertibn. We would express ourselves better,: however, 
if we Would say, ‘ ‘ correct practice makes, perfect ;” 
that practice which considers the joints, Binews and 
muscles under training as belonging to an intelligent 
being, whose every motion is caused and directed by the 
brain, and that looks to the mind as the first factor; snch 
practice alone can he called correct practice from which 
good results may be expected. 
To ignore mental activity is to consider the hand in 
training as that of an automaton. It is nervons force 
that directs the mechanfcal force. Where this is ignored, 
no amount of mechanical practice can add one particle 
of strength to the fingers. 
Such a coarse of practice is falBe, and a mere waste of 
time. 
This leads ns to some remarks concerning five-finger 
exercises and scale practice. They are most essential, 
only however in so far as the mind is engaged in their 
execution. Let a beginner play the simple five-finger 
exercise, C, D, E, F, G, F, E, D, C, and continue to 
>ractice-this; up to the tenth or twelfth repetition, the 
eys will be struck down by direct command of the mind. 
Soon, however, the mind will become wearied apd be¬ 
numbed1 by the monotony of the repetition, and lay the 
twentieth repetition will refuse to take part altogether. 
Then and there this practice should cease or be changed 
to some other motion; to persist in it np to a fiftieth 
repetition is a waste of time, m fact, a cruelty to the pupil. 
The same in regard to scale practice. The ceaseless 
running np and down the scales,, after the mind has re 
fused to take part, is another waste of time, especially if 
we consider how much has to be imparted into and de¬ 
veloped out of the mind,—the feeling of rhythm, grasping 
power asjto pitch and quality of tone, as to combinations 
of toneB, harmony, ideas as to musical form, not forget¬ 
ting that important mental power, memory. 
In presenting these views, we are not forgetful of an¬ 
other view of this subject, which seems to be in contra¬ 
diction to those- presented, namely, that by continued 
practice the mind is not called on for constant direct ap¬ 
plication. That so-called nerve centres located some 
where in the nerves of the fingers, arms, or spinal column 
are soon formed, which will takqMiold of the work, re¬ 
lieving the mind of direct application. That, like in 
walking, or many other motions, we get so accnstomed 
to them, that we seem to do them almost involuntarily. 
This is very true, and we read these views clearly set 
forth in Dr. Mason’s excellent work on “Touch and 
Technic.” Nevertheless, we would still object to the 
over-use of five-finger and scale exercises as set forth by 
Aloys Schmidt, some opuses of Czerny, Plaidy and 
others. 
We object to them on account of their poverty of 
musical forms and ideas- How much superior in these 
respects are the easy Etudes, the Sonatina and Rondo 
Here we find mechanical motion and musical form com 
bined. In the practice of these, the nerve centres not 
only acquire command of motion, but are also stocked, So 
to say, with musical ideas, such as will always be de 
manded from a pianist in his future progress. 
We-can only briefly allude to the second part of the 
essay, the Artistic -Principles. 
Mr. Blandner Bams them np under the headings :— 
I. A correct knowledge of onr tonal system. 
II. Time and tune. 
’ III. Musical form. 
In connection Srith this principle Mr. Blandner writes 
The fact that musical form is entirely distinct from any 
other form, makes it exceedingly difficult to define it. 
In'all other arts, the form to be applied is suggested ifrom 
some material basis, be it. the tree to the landscape 
fainter, the human figure to the scnlptorrthe piled-up 
rpohs and vaulted grotto to the architect, or the actions 
of man to the dramatist 
Even the poet, in depicting the passions of man, has to 
Vise the written word, oftentimes inadequate, to express 
his fall meaning. How different in music, “ Where lan¬ 
guage ceases, music begins.” 
Schopenhauer has clearly demonstrated that musical 
ideas, as expressed by musical form, are a distinct revela-. 
tion from the spiritual world. They, cannot be mere 
idle fancies, for such Mess, revealed to and expressed by 
oite musician, are more or less felt and understood by 
otner^nosicians. The highest conception of mnsicaLform 
doesmot need to associate this form with any other form, 
■ • ; 
It is nbhnecessary to say,-these light triplets floating 
over this mhlody are like the trees bordering the stream* 
If such illustrations are used, we must remember that 
they do not answer even as a comparison, bat only as an 
analogy. 
7- IV.E xptession, depending on an innate feeling, result-- 
from various impressions on the emotional nature, 
icb. is the very soul of music. * 
Y. Use of the pedals. 
VI. Memory, conclndingyrith the last principles. 
VII. Truth and honesty, without which nothing can be 
accomplished in art. 
CONCERT PROGRAMMES. 
Drew Ladietf Seminary, Lyman F. Brown Musical 
Director, Carmel, N. Y. 
Brief Essay, Beethoven and his Works ; Sonata, Op. 
2, No. 1; Vocal Solo, “Adelaide”; Sonata, Op; 2, No. 
2, Allegro Vivace; Vocal Solo, ‘ ‘ Song of- Penitence;’ ’ 
Sonata, Op. 2, No. 3 ; Second Symphony, II, Larghetto, 
two pignos, eight hands. 
By Pupils of Emil Idebling, Chicago. 
Spanish Dances,. Op. 12, for 4 hands, MdSzkowski; 
Scherzo, from Sonata, Op. 31, No. 3, Beethoven; 
Gavotte and Variations, Rameau; Rigoletto Fantasie, 
Liszt; Arabesque, Schumann: Elegy and Canzonetta, 
Op. 31, Emil Hartmann; Hungarian Fantasie (with 
second piano), Liszt; Rondo, Op, 188, for two hands, 
Schubert; March and Humoreske, Op. 33, for four 
hands, Spinlied and Tarantelle, Op. 33, for four hands, 
German Rounds, Op. 25, Nos. 3, 4 and 5, for four hands, 
Moszkowski. 
Missouri Musical Academy, Springfield, Mo. Emil 
Gastel, Director. 
R. Shmnann, Quartette for Piano, Violin, Viola and 
Violoncello, Op. 47; Mendelssohn, Aria from St, Paul, 
“O God, Have Mercy;” Beethoven, Trio.for Piano, Violin 
and Violoncello, Op. 1, No, 3; C. Pinsnti, King’s Min¬ 
strel; Osborne and DeBeriot, Duo Brilliant rfor Piano 
and Violin; Mozart, Quartette for String instruments; 
Moncrieff, a Creole Love Song; Mendelssohn, Gapric- 
cio Brilliant, Op. 22. - .... 7 
State Normal School, Clarion, Pa. A: L. Manchester, 
Mm. Director. 
Jadassohn, Piano, Kindertanz; Diabelli, Sonatina, in 
C; Bachmann, Piano, Village Fete; Hofer* Tarahtelle 
Burlesque; Faure, Vocal, The Star ;- Manchester, Cradle 
Song; Dupont, Piano, Gavotte; Brachmanp? Pihno, 
Valse; Shubert, Piano, Menuetto; MeridelssdBn, Lieder 
Ohne Worte, No. 1; Torry ,Vocal, May Flowers (Waltz 
Song); Hoelzel, Piano, Song without Words; Jullien, 
Payane Duchesse; Jadassohn, Piano, Improvisation; 
Haydn, Sonata, in D; Godard, Vocal, Florian’s Song ; 
Kortheurer, Piano Duett, Marche Arabesqug, (from Ori¬ 
ental Scenes for Orchestra). ^ 
New York College of Music. - A. Lambert, Director. 
Beethoven, Sonata, F Major, for Piano and Violin ; 
Kjerulf, (a) Mein Herz and meine Leier; F. Ries, (bj 
Hinans; Gounod, Aria (from); R. JoseflyrJ-Qlka Noble; 
Haendei, Anf Haer des Herrn; DeKoven; (a) Winter 
Lullaby; 
caine. 
Meyer-Hellmune, (b) Flirting; Liszt, L’Afri- 
Conservatory of Music, Spokane College, Washington. 
Jecko, Song, “Margery Daw; Bial, Baby Polka; 
Denza, Song, “Come to Me;” Mueller, Piano Duo, 
Glittering Spray; Mulder, Song, Staccato Polka; 
Cowen, Song, “A Summer Love Dream;’’ Paul, 
Piano Duo, Caprice Characteristic; Liszt,. Piano, 
Rhapsodic Hongroise, No.- 2; Weekerlin, -Song, 
“Flowers of the Alps;” Molloy, Song, “O How 
Delightful^” Mozart, Song, “ Who Treads the Path of 
Duty;” Eunkel, Pjano, German Grand Triumphal 
March; Levy, Song, “Esmeralda, the 
Mattei, Piano, Grand Valse de Concert. 
Gypsy Queen ■?” 
GUSTAV LANGE. 
This popular writer is dead. His “Pare as Snow,” • 
“ Heather Rose,” “ Flower Song,” are among the most 
popular light parlor music of the day. Hu has written - 
much more than is generally known. Only a few of 
pieces have become popular in this country His better 
grade of pieces are not heard at all. This, however,-is 
true of mo$t composers of salon music. Not one-piece 
in a hundred of Burgmiiller, Faust, rug, I irmann, 
Merkel, Low, etc.V become generallj kno\ 1. Laage 
has done much to crowd out a class if inferior writers, 
who were far beneath him in originality and mi 
The young school miss who fo'merly played Grobe, tow 
plays Lange, and let us hope the, future one will .play 
Reinecke, Jadassohn, etc. riaiige’s music is character¬ 
ized by a grace and spontaneitythat is soinetiiff^i re—■ 
markable. He always has in sight a player of limited 
technic, and at times he shows where he cotddtexpahd, 
bat withdraws, as much-as to say, “-I will that to others.” - 
His Soiaimas and arrangements fr< r’sopbras 
are amoni his %eat pieces. He was 1 'Oud 
died ItJuly. -He studied under S lumam .ladj^te-n h« 
•horn. J V ' 
HOW SHALL WE INCREASE THE RESPECT 
OF EDUCATED MEN FOR MUSIC AND 
MUSICIANS? 
BY JOHN FILLMORE. 
Th* future of music in this country depends largely 
on the estimate placed upon it and upon its professors 
by the educated men of the country. Before the tribu¬ 
nal of the mature judgment of the most intellectual 
tainds and most thoroughly trained thinkers of the 
nation, the art of music, and those who represent it, 
must come ; and on their final decision will depend the 
place which music shall take in the intellectual life oi 
the nation and the rank of musicians among those who 
labor for culture. Musicians must conquer, for them- 
colleges in the country. But consider for a moment the ' better of him in worse ways, so as to make him an object 
average college curriculum. Mathematics, Latin, Greek, of suspicion to prudent parents. Who is to blame if the 
a smattering of Natural Science, often twenty years college-bred clergyman anddawyer, looking on, despise 
behind the times, perhaps a little French or German, him for a frivolous, untaught, nearly worthless, if not 
Logic, Rhetoric, Political Economy, Mental and Moral positively dangerous,, fellow? Are they wrong? To be 
Philosophy—these make up the course of study. If sure, they are unjuBt in supposing him to be a represent- 
Art in any form is represented at all, it is by a few ative musician ; but how are they to know that ? What 
weeks’ study of Esthetics, with no application of prin- data have they to enable them to judge that he is no ex- 
irhaps by a limited amount of study of ponent of art in any way, and that he stands for nothing 
iture. Even this last is commonly ap- but his own foolish vanity and ignorant pretension ? To 
preached from the philological and not from the artistic them he is a musician ; and they generalize (how many 
side, when any proper amount of time is given to it, times have we heard it ?), “ Musicians don’t amount to 
and is regarded as a scientific problem rather than an much, anyway. They may be pleasant enough fellows 
artistic product. It is but a very short time since some to men outside theik own profession, but they are gener- 
of the most prominent Western . Colleges gave their ally fast, and, at best, they are of no account.” ; 
students no other knowledge of English literature than The other “ Professor ” in A—is a middle-aged Ger- 
dned in six weeks’ class-room work in man, Herr Tastenschlaeger. He is a man of large frame. l r f r lt r . si i s t r, f r t - could be .obtai .  ,
selves and their art, an honored place in the rSSpect of Shaw’s. Manual 1 The pupils were not -even introduced with an aldermanic front, protuberant cheeks, a rubicund 
the best minds of the country, if music is to be one of tP the literature itself, but only^-o somebody’s brief talk visage, approaching to purple in the nOsej an incessant 
the really potent beneficent forces in the intellectual life 
of the future. • 
•It is not too much to say that the place now occupied 
by'muaic and musicians in the esteem of a large major¬ 
ity of American educated men is not one of honor. 1 
think the average college-bred man would almost as 
soon see his son become a professional athlete as a pro¬ 
fessional musician. He looks on concerts and operas 
as more or less pleasing entertainments, and on musi¬ 
cians as purveyors of amusements of which men who 
occupy themselves with more serious work may well 
o l ^ 6 ;
about the literature. It is-still possible for a young man smoker and a'guzzler of enormous-quantities of beer, 
to graduate from many an American “ college,” so-. In his own country he was unable to take any rank as a 
called, without really knowing anything of the works of musician: he' heard a great deal of music (one cannot 
the great artists who have used his own mother-tongue 
as the means of expressing their inspired conceptions. 
Still less does he know of Art in general, or of the dif¬ 
ferent arts into which it divides. As to Music, or Paint¬ 
ing, or Sculpture, his college has done absolutely noth¬ 
ing to make him any more intelligent in regard to them 
than is the veriest clod-hopper. ' When we consider, 
further, the sort of material~which makes up the average 
help it in Germany), and by virtue of having heard and 
seen things of which his neighbors are ignorant, he looks 
down upon them with moBt hearty contempt. His touch 
upon a keyboard is very much as if a goat were to jump 
on it suddenly. He pounds intolerably. It is twenty 
years Bince he came here, and during that time he has 
been as completely cut off from the musical world as if 
he had been Robinson Crusoe. His favorite composers 
enou« a avail themselves for occasional relaxation, but college class, we shall cease to. wonder at the density of are Herz and Kalkbrenner. Me puts all'his pupils 
which are beneath the earnest, thoughtfiil attention of the ignorance of any form of Art which prevails among through Bertini’s instruction book, and iB supposed by 
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men who have solid work to do. They look upon 
music-teachers as men who are needed to give their 
daughters an accomplishment desirable for display in 
company, but who are of no other possible value to 
society* and are dangerous enough to bear close watch¬ 
ing. They would consider it worse than a waste of time 
for their sonB to study any musical instruments. They 
have never thought of such a thing as putting an intel¬ 
ligent musician on a par, intellectually, with an intel¬ 
ligent clergyman, lawyer or editor- Of course, I do not 
mean that there are not some, even many educated men, 
who have , obtained, either by special study or special 
opportunities foF hearing good music, a more or less 
adequate notion of the true place of music among the 
arts, and of its relation to other departments of intel¬ 
lectual activity j^nor is it to be thought that there are 
not musicians who thoroughly command the respect of 
all with whom they have to do; but it is true that the 
average college-bred man has no appreciation whatever 
of music in its higher sense, and no data for forming an 
intelligent estimate of it. He naturally, therefore, 
looks upon it®wiih indifference, if not with contempt, 
and regards average musicians as . inferior men, un¬ 
worthy of the respect which he accords to representa¬ 
tives of the so-called learned professions. 
The causes of this lamentable condition of things are 
not-far to seek. “Of course they are not to be found in 
the nature of music itself. We know, in common‘with 
all thoroughly trained musicians, and all competent, 
critics,« that the compositions of the great Masters 
belong in the'very highest rank of intellectual produc- 
tions._ We know what intellectual grasp, and power, 
and insight; what long-continued, severe mental dis¬ 
cipline; what life long experience, and, above all, what 
transcendent genius went into the production of the 
Messiah and the Ninth Symphony. We believe, as 
firmly as we can believe anything, that Handel and 
Beethoven and their compeers, are worthy to -stand 
beside Shakespeare, and Dante, and Homer, and Goethe. 
We believe that the creative genius of the artist is the 
highest manifestation of intellectual energy; and that, 
if anything in this world is worthy of attention, Art is so. 
We believe that, among the arts, that one tcrwhich our 
lives are devoted is not the least worthy of the energies 
of the best men. • We believe that any young man who 
. devotes himself seriously and thoughtfully to the study 
of music, and. the earnest and sincere • purpose of mak- 
..ing the best that has been dbne in musical Art his own, 
is panning as worthy and noble a coarse as he who 
devotes himself to the ancient or modern classic^ or to 
natural science. We believe) .too, that the process of 
mastering the science and art of music involves as 
much mental discipline as can be acquired in any other 
branch of study. The truth is, that wherever there is 
mentfd eieertion, systematic, prolonged and severe, men¬ 
tal discipline results. If any man supposes he can 
become a thorough musician without fulfilling these con- 
ditionBf. .he haronly to make the trial to-be convinced Of 
ti^e contrary. Witness Handel, who wrote and studied 
iocessautly. from the age of seven years, but who never 
Wrote, one of his immortal oratorios until after he was 
fifty! It took forty-three years of practice to enable 
him to write- The Messiah and Israel in Egypt. C. \ 
those whon^jyre find ourselves obliged to call educated 
men, and who, for some purposes, really are such. 1 
know not how it may be in the East, but in the West, 
the larger portion of the: country, few undergraduate^ 
come from families where they could have obtained any 
experience in matters of Art, to supplement the defi¬ 
ciencies pf their college training. Their parents, whether 
poor or rich, are generally uncultured, and would con* 
sider any form of Art as a frivolous pursuit for a young 
man. It is not to be' expected, therefore, that these 
men can look upon music as a high calling, or upon 
mnsicians as'the-equals of lawyers,, doctors, clergymen I 
or tutors, much less college professors. And as all 
these classes have to be recruited from the ranks ol 
these same graduates, the evil perpetuates itself. Each 
generation of students is taught by an ignorant genera¬ 
tion of former students, and so, ds far as Art is con¬ 
his neighbors to be extremely thorough. It is true, 
nine-tenths of his pupils have no interest whatever in 
their music. To them, as to him, lessons are an intol¬ 
erable bore, accompanied by loss of patience and temper, 
and followed by no results of any importance. But, 
what of that? He has his routine, to which he sticks with 
the persistency Of one who is iu a rut from which he has 
neither the desire nor the ability to escape. This is his 
notion of thoroughness, and most of his neighbors give 
him credit for what he claims. But there are a few, in¬ 
cluding the educated men before mentioned, who have 
learned to believe that the first problem in teaching is to 
interest the pupil, and that success in this particular iB at 
least as important as all the reBt. They think, also, that 
systems of teaching ought to exist for the sake of the 
pupils, and not pupils for the sake of the sys¬ 
tems. They, consequently,' find themselves unable to 
cerned, the blind lead the_ blind, and both fall into the feel any profound respect for Herr Tastenschlaeger or his 
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work, or to believe that it can result in anything valuable. 
But there is another and a still more deplorable cause, In this same town of A—there are several choirs. In 
for the inferior position occupied by-music and musi- one of these, MisB B., the principal alto, has just left, 
cians in the esteem of educated men, viz.: the unworthy because Miss C., another alto, peraistedin going to church 
character of an immense proportion of current compo- . early and taking possession of Miss B.’s seat. In another 
sitiOns, and of many musicians. Look at the Sunday- choir, Mrs, D., the leading soprano, is angry because 
School books, and the countless collections of meaning- Prof. X., the leader, desires her to sing the solo in the 
less trash which find their way into all the choirs j)f the anthem which opens the next service in a faster tempo 
country, and at the1 piles of sheet rubbish which load than she likes it. She intends to leave next week, 
the shelves of every music dealer, and are to be found Similar incidents occur in the other choirs.—-®racollege- 
_on every piano. How can this staff command anybody’s bred pastor of the church where Mrs. D. Bings looks on 
respect? It is true, the average educated man has not impatient~4nd contemptuous, and rays to ^his wife: 
the training to enable him to judge of it properly, but if. 41 Musicians are the most jealous, envious, irritable peo- 
he does not see its positive faults^ he at least sees its pie on the face of the earth. I’m glad nay girl can’t 
negative ones ; if it does not grossly offend him, at least sing; and as to my boy becoming a musician, I would 
it gives him no inspiration, and shows him nothing 
which he must admire, and which he can come to love, 
and delight in. He cannot be otherwise than indifferent 
to sach music, and to those who compose it, as well as 
to those who profess to enjoy it, even if he does apt 
know enough to despise it and them. Then, too, he 
finds“himself unable to feel any great respect for most w. _ . . 
of the singers, players and teachers whom he meets, does them harm. They do not know enough to know 
and who are, to him, the only representatives of the that they are ignorant.- * But how is the pastor to know 
musical art. The whole country is dotted with towns of that the difficulty is not that, they are musicians, but that 
which A—is a specimen. In A—there are two prom- they are not.mnsicians? _ 
inent male mnsic teachers, who call themselves, and Having thus clearly sees the causes of the prevalent dis- 
rather see him Bhovel gravel on a railroad all his life.” 
How should this clergyman know that three-fourths of 
the trouble with Miss B., Miss C., Mrs. _D. and 
“ Professor ” X. arises from the ignorance which pre¬ 
vents their being musicians in any proper sense ? They 
h$ve just that “little knowledge ” which is “ a dangerous 
flii11 nn/1 nrLinL in tlioin noOOfl -- ia a Viorl tllinff' And t r s t f r st thing,” and which, in their eases/ is a bad thing, and 
. T , j . . Aik-__ mi_J _ _a l_~__I. 
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who are called by their friends, “ Professors,” besides a respect of mnsic and mnsicians, it is easy to point oat the 
host of young women teachers of all grades of attain-- remedy, though the application of it must necessarily he 
*'/ / -a0 ^ . . tt , ° » , . , « _i. __j _ - ..... . 
ment. “ Professor ” X. is a youngs man of decided 
musical gifts, who might have known something pf 
music if he had put himself under competent instruc- 
a slow and difficult process. 
If sensible men despise ignorance, vanity, and jealousy,1 
let those who have to do with /'music show a conspicuous 
tion and applied himself to diligent study for a sufficient absence of these contemptible qualities. < 
length of time. What he did was to become a clerk in Jealousy comes largely of wounded vanity, and there 
a mnsic store, practice piano and cabinet organ at odd is no so great breeder of vanity as ignorance. I have yet e.  
spells as suited his fancy, become a fluent player of to see any thoroughly intelligent musicians who show any 
ordinary cheap music and accompaniments and Bet up more vanity or jealousy than do clergymen, or lawyers, n n a a s n
as a teacher. Perhaps before he .became a full-fled gets 
n a ia a
or doctors. The temptation to these faults beset poor 
qy ‘‘Professor,*’he spent three or six months at a city human nature in every profession. The musician has 
bious,. b s-o t * o l*Conservatory,41 where he learned that the proper thing the additional danger of a sensitive, excitable tempera- 
. to do with pupils was to put them through the five-finger ment; but, in Bpiteof this, I, for one, have never known 
E^e sanu ’ n^ exercises of Aloys Schmitt, the Etudes of Duvernoy and more admirable instances Of generosity and magnanimity 
te pil il^ Cherny, and perhaps of Stephen Heller. He has heard that than I have seen shown by musicians to men in their own 
. there wefe such men as Beethoven, and Schumann, and profession. Ifwe lookat- the great representative men 
 t  it   i  l i  t.. v Chopirf, hut he-never played a measure of the works of in musical history, we shall find as little to blusli min 
=ut '■ jese truths, so familiar and so inspiring to\us, either of tiiem. His playing and teaching aim atthe fluent our own profession as can be found in any other) ■ 
e utterly foreign to the knowledge and experienee of and showy delivery of “taking” parlor pieces, of no espe- Bat it iB not enoagh for ns musicians, in order to pom- 
b average college-bred man in America. This must be cial significance. He has had no intellectual training, and -mand such respect as we desire from educated men^.to 
80 long as our Higher edneation remains in its pree- no desire for any. He likeB to be surrounded by silly cobfine our self-traimng and knowledre to purely sausical 
t condition. We mast, for our present purpose, in- young school’girls, and to win their admiration by his subjects. Thorough musical knowledge and effidiehqy is 
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cluo-i among educated men all the graduates ;of all tb e vivacity and gallantry. Perhaps his susceptibility gets the much/and iB absolutely indispensable; but no musician 
can have the1*highest intelligence, even in his own 
specialty, without a good deal , of knowledge of other 
things. . A really intelligent musician ought to be able to 
a ikes ritica estin ite of the com arafci? merit! of 
compositions, rhisinvolves a mastei of Esthetics; but 
Esthetics is a branch jf Metaphysics. 1 ‘ ; 
One can really do nothing in criticism unless he has at 
oi unt nd a sound d >ctri ue .of Mental Philo s< <■ hy. B it 
in order to study this intelligently, he must go through a 
long course )f preparation such ir colleges furnish in 
the linguistic studies of the curriculum. It is extremely 
desirable t it e ' r professional nusician si aid have 
in addition to his special musical training, a really liberal 
education. 
This need is felt and met in Europe at the present day. 
All the prominent’ musicians of tne new school, since 
Mendelssohn, and including him, are University bred 
men ; and such training is now felt to be indispensable. 
We can no longer work in the naive, childlike, semi- 
instinctive way of the earlier musicians: we must have 
a powerful intellectual grasp of principles to which we 
consciously refer. It is not that we are to throw away 
freedom and spontaneity, but these must come, now-a- 
days, through a different and a broader school of train¬ 
ing than was possible a hundred years ago. How can 
educated men respect as equals men who can give no in¬ 
telligent account or estimate of the subjects which occupy 
their attention ; who can tell them nothing of the relation 
of their own art to other intellectual pursuits ? Musicians 
must be the instructors of other men in these matters ; 
how can they be so if they themselves are uneducated. 
Further, the technic of composition has been placed, 
by the researches of Helmholtz and others, in tne moBt 
intimate relation, with the Bcience of Acoustics, which is 
only a branch of General Physics. No musician can 
afford to neglect this side of his training ; every one 
ought gradually to make himself familiar with the rela-* 
tions of music to this science also. Our collateral study 
must range from Physics to Metaphysics; there is knowl¬ 
edge in these Helds which we ought to regard as indis¬ 
pensable. ' 
These requirements are high ; but he who would de¬ 
serve high rank among educated men must demand no 
less of himself. 
This we can do; we can daily increase our musical 
knowledge and our intelligence in related subjects; we 
can daily grow-in character, in experience, in skill in the 
special work we have to do; we can make ourselves 
thoroughly worthy of respect; and when we do, we are 
absolutely certain to be respected by all those whose re¬ 
spect is of any value. That there will be a constantly in¬ 
creasing number of musicians who aim at the highest 
character and standing, I do not doubt, and wherever 
such an one works it will constantly become more and 
more difficult for ignorance and quackery to succeed.. 
Further, on our views of the needs and duties of our. 
profession depends largely the character of the next gen¬ 
eration of musicians. We must see to it that our influence 
tends powerfully to secure in those who are to be the 
teachers and composers of the future the necessary! 
preparation for the broadest and most thorough culture. > 
What we lack in these respects can be improved upon by 
those who are to follow us, and it is for us to see to it 
that they do not come short through our negligence. 
There is one other method by which we can indirectly 
do something toward making mnsic respected by edu¬ 
cated men. They must learn, not only to infer its value 
from the high character of the men who occupy them¬ 
selves with it, but to feel the power and beauty of it in 
their own experience. Now, this can be accomplished 
either by getting them to make a study of music, or to 
put themselves in the way of hearing it. Constant hear¬ 
ing of great compositions, properly rendered, will give 
most intelligent men sufficient appreciation of the value 
of such compositions to make them respect and love them 
heartily. It is a great defect in the college curriculum 
. that no provision is made for preparing students to be in¬ 
telligent in matters pf-Art. It is beginning to be thought 
necessary to introduce college students to the master¬ 
pieces of English^Literature, and to study them from the 
artistic standpoint in connection with the study of Esthe¬ 
tics; why should not each college have a well-choBen 
collection of paintings and statues, and a series of con¬ 
certs by artists, with lectures by a competent professor-? 
The students would thus be enabled to lay hold of the 
fundamental principles of Art, would know how to apply 
the n in the a 1 su, ai s and * mid have the beginnings 
offuture progress and attainments. Tb not such a prepara- 
lion in Art quite as important apart of liberal culture as a 
similar preparation in Natural Science ? Can our culture 
really call itself ‘‘liberal ” while such a lack is so con- 
‘ spicuous? What can we do about it? We can, at least, 
help; to bring.these ideas into currency, and some time 
they may become valid. 
One other thing we can do : we can see to it that when¬ 
ever we have occasion to bring music to'the attention of 
educated or uneducated hien, in public or private, we 
p mm f od nu *. Ihe best m isic r.! - lys be its 
* a / wh i roperl presented Pupil > who woi Id mai a 
a Beethoven son * ; tedio s, need not be set topi * fog 
one of them for anybody; but we can I judiciously plant 
and foster a love of the best music in the communities 
where we live. We can use our influence to prevent 
traveling artists'who come to us, from playing claptrap, 
and can refrain from, playing it ourselves. 
In short, if we could increase the respect of educated 
men for music and musicians, we must present to them 
music which is tl oughl r d fcl , of aspect, a i me 
i • all wise means of excit ag heir inter at i it; 
must ourselves deserve their respect; and we must see 
to it that, so far as our influence can accomplish it, the 
i at i < < 1 i graduate shall be - * Inti Uig< it in &jf 
and especially in music, as hehow is in science, and that 
the future musician become a liberally educated man, of 
the broadest and deepest culture. 
' USEFUL HINTS. 
BY KARL MERZ. 
Choose from the following hints, or, if you wish to do 
so, they may be lengthened^ out considerably. These, 
however, are regarded as sufficient for such a circular as 
you mention 
1. To master an art requires much time aud close appli¬ 
cation. Be diligent. 
2. Do not constantly look at the end of your studies; 
look more to the daily steps you • take. Do your daily 
duty as well as you can, for then will you at the end-of- 
the year have cause to feel satisfied with your progress. 
3. To attempt to do in one day what ought to be done 
in two, crowds your work and overtaxes your strength. 
This is sure to lead tb bad results. Neglect, therefore, 
none of your daily duties. 
4. There is no short cut in mastering an art; there 
are no jumps i 
6. No matter how gifted your teacher may be, re¬ 
member that you yourself must labor hard in order- to 
attain success. 
. 6. You have no right to expect your teacher to take 
a deep interest in your progress, if you yourself are not 
interested in your studies. 
7. Remember your .parents spend their money, while 
your teacher spends his time, in order to advance you. 
Use these means conscientiously. 
; 8. If you do not mean to be a good student, do not 
begin to take lessons. 
; 9. Have regular practice hours, arid never deviate from 
your plan of work, unless there is a good cause for it. 
10. Never practice.listlessly; always have your whole 
mind and heart in your work. Know what you do, and 
why you do it. Always hear yourself while practicing. 
Watch the tones you produce. 
11. Practice slowly, for thus , alone will you secure a 
correct impression of'a .composition'..:' _ 
i 12. When practicing by yourself, count loud and evenly. 
13. He who uses bad tools is almost sure to do poor 
work. The pianist who fails to play technical studies, 
will play with a stiff hand; he will, do poor work. Play¬ 
ing technical-studies is for the pianist what the sharpen¬ 
ing of the tools is for the mechanic. — 
14. Do not play a piece over ten or twenty times-—try 
to master the difficult placeB. 
16. When tired or nervous, cease practicing. Take 
care ofyour health. 
16. Watch your fingering. Good fingering is for the 
pianist what a good road is for the traveler: it facilitates 
motion. 
17. Always try to phrase correctly. 
18. Remember it is easy to acquire bad habits, but it 
is difficult to correct them. The correction of bad habits 
in playing or singing consumes much precious time. 
Always do your work so that you may not have to undo it. 
19. Strive to enter, into the spirit of the composition 
you study. By playing the notes merely, your playing is 
not artistic. Let music awaken in you sympathy and 
love. Unless it produces these results your studies are 
in vain. It is the object of your musical education both 
| to awaken and refine sentiment. 
. 20. Study your-lesson until you have mastered it. 
I Then review the past-work* He who neglects the pieces 
i learned is like the laborer who, after earning the money 
by hard toil, places it into pockets with holes in them. 
I After reviewing you may also try yonr skill on new things 
| and practice sight reading. 
| 21. Measure not your progress by the number of pieces 
I you play, but by the manner in which you play them, as 
well as by the character of the music that you study. 
22. Do not imagine that you are making progress by 
attempting to play a difficult piece.- Only what you can 
play well and what you know, that is your own; not what 
yc u - hoose merely to put «?- yc ur porfcft li > 
28 rh ’ \ lg ofa c nc« t< ,or th« sing! > * ,<f a great 
• ’ w r<.~. rn te al ubh brain labor, and urelj > nuch 
patient toil, aa does th mast f & 'a piag ora sow ice 
- 1 i you iut recurs with fello - tud < i well 
as musi< ians in ge eralj ir it Ige letther in jealc usy nor 
•f> nvj Alws ra putai before our -’•>, neve putyour- 
s If before.art Ihe jealous and ai vious musician has 
not true music, in his heart foi music is love 
25. 3trh ti each pe feet n After ta ting the 
pleasures of perfection in one piece; you will be sure to 
aim at it in all your work; , . 
26. Have confidence in yourself, but keep vanity out 
■of the heart., 
27. Carelessness in forming habits, negligence in doing 
your work, indulgence in vanity or in envy while engaged 
in your musical studies, is* sure to affect your whole 
character. 
I - 28. Keep your music and piano in good order. The 
piano-lid reveals character. Have your piano tuned 
whenever it is needed. ' 
29. Be punctual in coming for your lesson. 
30. Never be afraid to. ask questions. 
31. Be .cheerful while being corrected. 
32. Be grateful to all your teachers, for they are good 
friends of yours. > • ■ :.J' 
33. Study harmony and musical history. Without the 
mastery of these studies you will always be a one-sided, 
musician. 
34. Read good books on music and mnsicaljournals. 
Read also good books on other subjects. 
36. Hear good players and singers whenever you can.. 
36. Mingle among musicians, converse with, them 
about your art. Seek the instruction of more'than .o.qe. 
teacher, for every good teacher has his or her points of 
superiority. Never belittle another teacher or his work. 
37. Be more than a mere player or singer. Be ani 
intelligent, many-sided musician; a thinking and fine-, 
feelingmusician. .V • 
38. y iew-your- art as a precious gift. See to .it that’ 
you use it prooerly, nor be guilty of neglecting tb thank 
the Giver.—Musical World. 
[For The Etude.] 
| THE TOTTERING ABM. - 
BY CARL B. CRAMER. ‘ 
‘ Little observation will show that all persons, who are 
afflicted with the so-called staccato habit have a stiff, 
wrist and “tottering arm.” Therefore this diseaseshonld 
be called “tottering-arm habit” rather than “staccato 
habit,” as the tone prodheed by it is not staccato tone. 
A real staccato tone requires a legato foundation. Wrist 
staccato cannot be discussed here, as it requires a loose, 
wrist, and persons haring a loose wrist have necessarily. 
a firm arm, and cannot execute the tottering tom move¬ 
ment. Consequently, by training the wrist and arm the 
tottering arm* becomes an impossibility. Besides, pupils 
can, without danger of spoiling their touch, take a great 
many pieces much earlier, as all chords and repeated 
tones, etc., can be .struck from the wrist, thus having no 
inflnence whatever on the finger touch. The habit of 
tottering arm can only be corrected by wrist and ann ex- , 
ercises. Tt generally requires time to learn even to move 
the wrist at all, bnt~the tottering arm will disappearat 
the same rate as the wrist and arm movements are de¬ 
veloped. There is no necessity to discontinue the musical 
progress of the pupils by taking all mnsic from them until 
the touch has been corrected; Such a course tends rather 
to dishearten than to awaken the interest that should be 
constantly kept alive in their work. In most of the cases 
it is unnecessary to speak oftheir bad touch,; as it can be 
overcome by proper exercises without their being con¬ 
scious of it. If they ever know it at all, there is time 
enough after it has been corrected.* All that is required 
is regular practice of the daily exercises on the part of 
the pupil, and patience on the part of the teacher. Wait 
until the exercises act, and do not worry the pupils con¬ 
stantly by requiring them to do what is a physical im¬ 
possibility at their present state. It . may be urged that' 
by continuing to allow them “ pieces” the influence of 
the exercises is pacified to some extent and .their pro¬ 
gress retarded, but by choosing pieces that require more 
wrist and less finger execution, this influence can be re-, 
duced to almost nothing, and whatever it is will be fully 
counterbalanced by keeping them in good spirits,, and 
making their work a pleasure instead of a bore. The 
tottering arm is the only arm movement thai hazards 
the legato tone, and produces a hard, metallic sound 
even when the digitals are mechanically corrected. The 
other arm-movements—lateral, rotary, and to and from 
the clavier^—are a necessity, and have no influence on the 
finger-tone after their execution has become light and] 
graceful by practice. The difficulties- experienced ro¬ 
using the first and fifth fingers on black digitals, n'early all 
the fourth finger troubles, and the execution of extended 
chords, arise from the inability to use the arm and the wristi-; 
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PUBLISHER'S NOTES. 
Ws have now a stock of metronomes which will be 
disposed of at two dollars and ninety cents ($2.90) each. 
They are of the genuine French make of Maelzel, with 
clockwork. Every teacher should possess a metronome. 
It is used by some teachers constantly, hut its principal 
use is to determine the tempo of composition. If a 
piece is marked J = 104, it is quite a satisfaction to 
know just exactly now fast or slow that is. The metro¬ 
nome is also used for the practicing of the technic and 
also pieces. . In five-finger exercises it is particularly 
valuable. - It. is to practice what keeping step is to mili¬ 
tary drill. On this subject we will shortly have an article 
setting forth the value of metronomes in connection 
with piano practice. 
To those who have not yet adopted the two-finger ex¬ 
ercises of Wm. Mason we would most earnestly advise a 
careful study of a new work, which we will shortly issue, 
by W. S. B. Mathews. It.is called the “Twenty Les¬ 
sons for the Piano, by W. S. B. Mathews. ” Over half 
the work has gone to the printer. The whole will be 
finished and on the market about March. This work is 
quite a departure from the line of elementary work for 
piano. A full description will be given in next issue. 
The retail price of the work cannot now be determined, 
but we will make the usual inducement to our patrons 
who order the work in advance of publication. We will 
send the book, postpaid, to those who send cash with 
■order, for only fifty cents (50 c.). Postage stamps of any 
denomination will be acceptable. Order before you for¬ 
get it. 
Owing to the press of work, our engraver will not be 
able to finish the first book of “School of Four-hand 
Playing” until February. Our offer to send the work for 
25 cents to those who order in advance will therefore be 
extended to February 1st. Almost every teacher can use 
a half-dozen copies of the work. This book will contain 
some of the best music written on five notes in the right 
hand. You will not be disappointed in this work. The 
most careful work possible has been bestowed on it. It 
will also be presented in the best style of typography. 
Send cash with order. 
Those of our patrons who have selections of music 
from us on sale can have additional lots sent and the 
whole returned at end of the year. State what is needed 
most, and. about how much. At the same time orders 
for those pieces and studies can be given and the whole 
sent by express, thus saving postage, and receiving the 
music in better condition than through the mail. 
We have the blanks ready for “ Course of Instruction 
for the Pianoforte.” These blanks are for those teach¬ 
ers who desire to aid us in formulating a course of study 
for the piano. We desire lists of pieces and studies from 
experienced teachers. The blanks are to be filled out 
according to the different grades. When writing for 
them state how many grades in scale of ten is desired. 
There is a blank for each of the grades. 
A new oratorio, entitled “Jerusalem,” by Hugh A. 
Clarke. Mus. Doc., will be issued by us during this 
month. The work will be given in a short time by the 
Philadelphia Choral Society. It is, perhaps, one of the 
most important works ever composed hy an American. 
Choral societies all over the land should be interested in 
this new work, with a view of presenting something new 
and original. There are twenty-nine numbers in all, 
and the whole work consists of 240 pages, A full de¬ 
scription of it will be given in next tissue. The price of 
the work is $2.00. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
Mr. Theodore Presser :— 
Having long used and valued Mr. William Mason’s 
Two-finger Exercises in my teaching, I am much pleased 
to have them in a form which I can put in the hands of 
every pupil when the right time comes._“ Touch and 
Technic ” leaves nothing to be desired in its make-up, 
the print and illustrations being unusually good._ 
I shall expect to make use of many copies in future. 
Yery truly, Amt (\ Leavitt; 
It gives me pleasure to acknowledge the benefit I have 
jlerived frominy business intercourse with ydu. Your 
mode of dealing has been of the greatest convenience to 
me,, living in a small town where there is no large music 
store, such as every teacher needs to draw from. I have 
taken The Etude from almost its first coming out, and 
have always received great enjoyment and benefit from 
its pages. I know of no musical paper equal io it, and 
cannot say enough in its praise. Yours, truly, 
Emily T, Gilliland. 
Young music teachers, like all other people just-enter^ 
ing on a new. business, often pay dearly for theih experi- 
ence. In our desire for something new, we frequently 
buy that for which we find no use afterward, bybelieving 
in the representations of those who have the knack of 
'advertising tHeir wares in the most conspicuous manner. 
This hsis been my experience, and I presume that of 
every music teacher in this country. In my dealings 
with Mr. Theo. Presser, extending over a period of four 
or five years, I have found him to be strictly correct in 
all 'his representations, accurate in his accounts, and • 
most prompt and obliging in filling orders for all kinds 
of musical1 merchandise, even such as would be difficult 
to procure. I can therefore eheerfully recommend him 
as one deserving confidence and patronage.. 
I Otto Spahr; Music Teacher. 
Copies of Mason’s “ Touch and Technic ” received. 
I have for a long time used “ Mason’s Technics ” with 
the most satisfactory results. 
I find in “ Touch and Technic ” many new and valu¬ 
able ideas, and I am certain that it will meet with the 
'hearty endorsement of all teachers who are interested 
in securing for their pupils an artistic touch. In my ' 
opinion it should be the “ morning walk ” of every 
pianist, teacher and student. ;Gilmore W. Bryant. 
Your new work of “Touch and Technic,” by Wm. 
Mason, came to my desk last week. I have carefully 
examined it, and find in both the text and illustrative 
figures a decided improvement over the same exercises 
in “Mason’s Technics.” I have relied upon these 
two-finger exercises” to establish the principles of piano 
touch ana technic more than any others, for the past ten 
years, and I think that their importance will justify this 
separate and improved issue. A careful and continued 
use of them will satisfy any one of the correctness of the 
principles set forth. J. W. Ruggles. 
The five copies of “Touch and Technic” have been 
received, and I am truly glad to have these indispensable 
iwQ-jinger exercises in such a convenient form for placing 
In the' hands of pupils. The illustrative cuts are very 
comprehensive and of great help iu understanding the 
manner of practicing the various touches. The print 
and type are clear and the whole work attractive. 
A. F. Newland. 
The publication of Mason’s finger exercises with the 
theoretical explanation of touch and technic is a mas¬ 
terly work, and ought to he considered by every progres¬ 
sive piano teacher as a great help in that difficult task of 
forming artistic touch. 
Your idea of such publication has, therefore, filled the 
vacant space for our younger generation of teachers. 
No pupil, no matter how well advanced, can afford to be 
without a copy of “ Touch and Technic,” and to the be¬ 
ginner it will-prove a great saving of time and work. 
Edward Materhofer. 
Have just received your beautifully published “Touch 
and Technic,” by Mr. Wm. Mason, and have commenced 
a thorough and careful study ofthe same. It is just what 
I have wanted a long time. Thanks for yourpersever- 
ance. M. "T. Wolsey. 
• I have received a copy of your new edition of 
Mason’s “ Touch and Technic it is decidedly the best, 
cheapest and most practical edition I have seen. I 
regard this work as the best for developing finger 
strength, sensibility of touch, and equality of finger 
power, of any work I know of. F. D. Baars. 
: I have used Mason’s system of technics for the last 
bight years with the most satisfactory results, and con¬ 
sider his the best, most practical and thorough work of 
the kind in existence. While other works on the sub¬ 
ject have their peculiar value, there are none which, like 
Mason’s, grapples so successfully with the mechanical 
difficulties of the pianoforte, which yield even in the 
most obstinate cases to his system. It seems to me that 
no other work can teach a pianist to acquire the posi¬ 
tion of arm, wrist, hand and fingers most conducive of 
the required results in so short a time, and with equal 
thoroughness. ,jrT. L. Krebs. 
■ “Touch and Technic,” by Wm. Mason, duly received, 
i tested, and not found wanting—just what I have been 
wanting. If we are ever to have ‘rThe American 
School,” why not use this method as one of the ciiief 
corner stones ? And Dr. Mason as the chief architect. 
H. H. Johnson. 
I have received the copy of the Musical Mosaics 
edited by Mr. W. F. Gates, and am more than pleased 
with it. I have seen similar books in other languages, 
but none compare to Mr. Gates’ collection, nor with the 
elegance of the edition as gotten up by you. Every in¬ 
telligent person ought to have a copy of this excellent 
book. Karl Merz. 
I am much pleased with “Touch and Technic,” by 
Mr. Mason, as published by you. I have for several 
years used the system with great advantage to myself 
and my pupils, and am glad to have it for pupils’ use, in 
its preseifthonvenient form. W. B. Colson, Jr. 
After trying for several years to select suitable music7 
studies, etc., from catalogues, it is a relief to the con¬ 
scientious teacher to find a way which enables him to do 
so from actual knowledge. Allow me to exprekf’my.; 
appreciation of your endeavors in that direction, and to 
say that never before have my orders been filled so intelli- 
Sently, promptly and exactly, as they have been in my 
ealings with your house. 
I shall do my best to recommend to every teacher of 
my acquaintance your manner of placing music on sale, 
as not, Only convenient, but, outside of the larger cities, 
as the only possibility of working up to and maintaining 
a high standard of both technic and art. 
( F. Hkrbst. 
Have received pianoforte instructor, by J. H. Howe. 
I like it very much. It is most excellent. 
With kind wishes, I remain yours sincerely, 
Rive-King. 
NERVE CONTROL. 
‘ BY ARTHUR M. STRAUB. 
To become a successful performer on any instrument 
we must use such exercises as will strengthen our nervous 
system. For instance, notice the average pianist or vio- __ 
linist. He may have a much finer musical organization 
than his more successful brother who may*be a virtuoso 
of the first rank, but yet his nervous condition will not 
permit of him becoming such a wonderful performer. 
He may strive to equal his brother in technic. And yet 
the greater his efforts the further away he finds himself 
from the lofty pinnacle of his aspirations; and the con¬ 
sciousness of his musical superiority over his brother 
harasses him at every turn, and he gives up in despair, to 
become a worn-out, nervous teacher, while his brother 
continues to steadily climb the dizzy heights of virtuosity 
until his musical accomplishments far exceed those of the 
former. 
Now just look for a moment over the immense field of 
pianists and see for yourself if you won’t find hundreds 
qf teachers who have studied the same studies fully as 
many hours and certainlv as conscientiously as either 
Madame Rive-King or Teresa Carreno, and yet are 
nothing hut nervous wrecks, who, when asked to play, 
fairly stumble through a piece and increase the tempo 
until the mind fails to keep up with the fingers which, in 
consequence, get beyond control, and finally end in as 
much confusion as a child’s block-house. In other words, 
they have taken their allotted nerve power and utterly 
ruined it by practicing faster than the mind—which is the 
base of all operations, whether musical or mechanical— 
could travel, and consequently, a failure is the unavoid¬ 
able result. While, on the other hand, there are such 
performers as Teresa Carreno or Camillo Urso, who are 
steadily improving and astonishing the world with their 
wonderful performances, everywhere arousing unbounded 
enthusiasm. Their success lies in the fact that they prac¬ 
tice slowly and have every piece or study under absolute 
cbntroTof the mind, and thereby steadily improve their 
musical conception, and at the same time build the 
nervous constitution so as to have at all times great 
reserve power, which is largely the key to their great suc¬ 
cess. A word to the wise is sufficient, hence I will close 
this article j written in the interest of the ardent but 
Sometimes imprudent student of virtuosity.—The Song 
Friend. ' 
j ARTISTIC DEVELOPMENT. 
! DR. ADOLPH B. MARX. 
* From the excellent work, “ The Universal School of a 
Music,” the following striking quotation is taken :— 
i"It is our duty especially to warn against that prurient 
vanity whicbf delights in displaying difficulties overcome, 
and technical dexterities acquired solely with a view to 
astonish others. Nothing is more foreign to genuine art, 
which was given to raise ns from the narrow sphere of 
personal existence and personal feeling to the region of 
universal joy, love and enthusiasm; nothing is more 
inimical and destructive to all true love for and enjoy¬ 
ment of the musical art than this poisonous mildew 
which spreads itself over the practice as well as the pro¬ 
ductions Dfrthat art; nothing is surer to drag the mind 
from the purifying atmosphere of artistic activity down 
to a close and painfully oppressive region of enyy, 
jealousy and selfishness, than such an ill-concealed desire 
to shine ; nothing, finally, reveals more clearly to-the 
intelligent observer the wide gulf that separates vanity 
from true perception of art, than this mistaking of an 
external means for a legitimate purpose. b yet, how 
common are such vain desires and efforts n our c 
rooms and private-circles! How seldom is it t 
intention of our virtuosi and amateurs to delig t thqir 
hearers; how much more anxious are they to create 
astonishment among the lesilpractued or unartiBtic 
crowds, by newly-invented sleights of hand, the legerde¬ 
mains of a Dehler, Henselt,- Thalbe'g, or whatever may 
be the name ofthe latest: twelve anger mposer 
And how often do we find tear! rs ;enc ig such . 
doings, in order to gain new pupils by applause obtained 
in this manner. The lowest, most unconscious, and 
- merely sensual enjoyment of-n isic, the. most 'superficial 
delight in a tripping dance tune is more artistic, noble, 
and fruitful than this widespread abomination* a chaste 
T HE ; BTUB a 
and reeling performance of the most insignificant ballad, 
or the lightest waltz, is, to a man. of real musical knowl¬ 
edge, abetter proof of the abilities both of pupil and 
master, than those prematurely forced, and, after all, 
exceedingly cheap artifices of vanity. ; 
A proper artistic education, like genuine art itself, 
does'not aim at mere mechanical proficiency, which con¬ 
stitutes the merit of an artisan—nor doeB it lay great 
value- upon mere external contemplation, which leads 
away from the living fountain of art to dead abstraction; 
but is directed toward the soul and essence of the thing. 
The task which it -proposes to itself, is to impart to 
every individual, or at least to as many individuals in a 
nation as possible, a pmper idea of the real nature and 
object of art, and to ripen this perception into active life. 
This task divides itself into, two distinct operations. 
The first is to discover in the student the germs of artis¬ 
tic susceptibility and talent; to awaken and animate 
them, to remove the obstacles tending to obstruct their 
growth, and to train and foster them, so that they may 
become living powers. The second is to take from the 
highest artistic point of view, a survey of all that art is 
intended to effect, or is capable of effecting, and has 
already achieved. All this, or as much as each indi¬ 
vidual is capable of receiving, is now to be imparted to 
the student. It is not the hand or ear only which it 
purposes to teach and train; but it aims at penetrating 
through the medium of the senses , to the soul, and, by 
exciting his feelings, awaken his artistic consciousness. 
Such is the task of a proper artistic education, sketched 
in fugitive outlines ; the training of the natural abilities, 
of feeling and understanding, to the highest attainable 
point of perfection. This is the only means and indis¬ 
pensable condition of a really pure and complete enjoy¬ 
ment of all the blessings which art can bestow ; this is 
also, more or less, the clearly perceived aim of all those 
who devote their lives and energies wholly or partially 
to artistic pursuits; this is especially, whether it be or be 
not acknowledged, the undeniable and indispensable 
duty of every teacher. 
The Etude.] 
CONGESTS AND LESSONS BY PHONOGBAPH. 
BY EDWARD BAXTER PERRY. 
My Dear Etude:—I feel convinced that many of your 
readers share my own late ignorance concerning the vast 
practical value and potential resources of this most won¬ 
derful of modern inventions, as applied or applicable to 
our own art of music, and will be interested in a brief 
account of some experimental teats which I have recently 
made in thiB connection. 
During my last professional visit to Topeka, I was a 
guest in the house of the Western agent for the phono¬ 
graph, and was thus afforded the amplest opportunity 
for investigating in a leisurely and thorough maimer the 
capabilities of the phonograph in recording and repeat¬ 
ing pianoforte music ; and 1 at once became convinced 
that this machine, when fully developed and in general 
use, which is sure* to be only a matter of a few years, 
will cause a stupendous and hitherto undreamed of revo¬ 
lution in the methods and manner of the musician’s 
professional work. 
I need not describe the machine itself. The leading 
newspapers all over the land have made all readers who 
pretend to keep abreast of the times familiar with its 
form, its fundamental principles and its almost incredi¬ 
ble claims, by means of more complete and more scien¬ 
tific descriptions than I have either space or technical 
knowledge to attempt. I will confine myself, therefore, 
to an account of its practical workings and results in ap¬ 
plication to onr specialty. 
The machine was placed upon an ordinary light- stand 
in my friend’s-music room, about ten feet from-the 
piano: the small end of a mammoth tin funnel was at¬ 
tached to the recorder by a. rubber tube, the large end 
resting on the top of a- high-backed chair, perhaps a 
yard from the' open lid ofthe grand piano.- Thus the 
tone from the instrument was caught and focused upon 
the diaphragm, as the rays of light are gatherechby a 
burning-glass. I took my .seat at the instrument, I must 
confess, with more embarrassment ancL trepidation in 
front of . this mercilessly accurate reporter than I have 
ever felt in facing the most critical of audiences; for I 
felt that here one false note, or the least flaw in technique 
or rendition, would live, not, as in my .concert work, 
only in the mempry of Borne unfriendly listener, or the 
newspaper colnmnB of Borne fastidious critic, but would 
repeat itself indefinitely throughout countless perform¬ 
ances, bearing* perpetual witness to a single mistake, 
whose discordant- echoes could be hushed henceforward 
■—nevermore I I had, in addition, the still more uncoim 
fortable and uncanny sensation which a man might fee 
in resignedly seating himself before some demoniac 
patent inventionf whieh was to duplicate himself indefi¬ 
nitely, and thus reduce him to a cipher. 
My friend touched the lever starting a little electric 
motor—-a mere toy—scarce larger than a lady’s workbox, 
and a slight buzzing sound, like the running down of a 
clock; warned me that the experiment had began.' I 
played several selections, embracing the widest possible 
variety of musical styles and moods, merely waiting be¬ 
tween them long enough for a new cylinder to be ad¬ 
justed to receive the impressions when the old one be¬ 
came filled. The sensitive glass diaphragm quivered, 
sympathetic to every faintest vibration of tone. The 
recording needle. traversed. Swiftly but noiselessly the 
smooth surface of the revolving wax cylinder, registering 
with absolute precision, not only all the music which I in¬ 
tended for it, but with delicate accuracy, subtler than the 
finest sting of conscience on the most hyper sensitive 
human spirit, several little slips and blurs, and an occa¬ 
sional indecision of phrasing or slight inequality of touch, 
so infinitesimal that neither myself nor my most critical 
friends had been able tc detect them before. 
When a number of records had been successfully taken, 
I changed my seat for an easy chair beside the machine, 
and placed in iny ears the double receiving tubes, which 
a spring holds in place like a pair of spectacles, so that 
the hands are free. One turn of the lever transformed 
the machine from a recorder to R reproducer, and I be¬ 
came the recipient of a revelation of the marvels of 
modern science well nigh supernatural. Who has not 
often sighed with Burns, “ 0 wad some power the giftie 
gie us, to see oursels as ithers see ns!” I had then the 
first opportunity of a lifetime to realize this-wish, at least 
so far as my musical personality was concerned. 
The first thing I heard above~the low hum of the ma¬ 
chine was the question, in my own voice, distinctly rec¬ 
ognisable, “ Are you ready ?” I had forgotten asking it 
just before beginning to play. Then came the music, 
clear and full, in a tone about as strong as that of a good 
piano heard across a fair-sized coneerthall, and quality 
a nearly perfect reproduction of my own on the grand 1 
had been using. Every phrase was rendered exactly at 
the pitch and tempo of the original, with each minutest 
detail of accent, inflection, retard and crescendo, pho¬ 
tographically correct, faultless in its nicety. These mu¬ 
sical records once properly taken can be audibly reiter¬ 
ated an indefinite number of times, till the cylinder is 
destroyed; just as a letter can be re-read till the paper on 
which it is written is worn oat by handling ; and such 
cylinders can be mailed to any distance, and their rec¬ 
ords made audible on. any other machine at the other 
side of the world,- and after a lapse of twenty years, as 
well as when the impression is fresh. A moment’s re¬ 
flection will show any reader what limitless possibilities 
are thus opened to the music of the future. 
It has been my habit, and I think that of most musi¬ 
cians, when the possibilities of. the phonograph have 
been referred to, in conversation or^ in reading, during 
the last few years, to feel a certain animosity to the little 
machine, which, on acquiring full powers and coming 
into general use and depute, -would seriously threaten the 
career of the concert performer, and perhaps put an end 
to his vocation altogether; and .it has been only onr con¬ 
fident assurance that nothing*of the kind, was really 
likely to happen that has given ns peace of mind in this 
matter. Bat the most supreme skeptics must acknowl¬ 
edge, on investigation, that the development and univer¬ 
sal adoption ofthe phonograph are not only certain, bnt 
imminent, and whatever view the musician may take of 
the matter cuts no figure. The phonograph is bound to 
be, though the whole musical profession should go to 
destruction under its influence. We may as well begin 
by recognizing this fact, and having done so, weshall 
see that a more profound examination of the state of 
affairs, under the new conditions, Bhows a far more 
promising outlook for the concert performer than the 
first cursory glance. Indeed, it is my opinion that the 
| advantages resulting from the invention and establish¬ 
ment of the phonograph will far ontweigh the disadvan¬ 
tages, and that the musical profession will ^return the 
heartiest vote of thanks to the little ally, which, when 
seen approaching from a distance, was regarded as a foe. 
Time was, when the Greek and Boman civilizations 
were’at their height, that the man of ideas, with the 
power to express them in graphic language, was exclu¬ 
sively restricted in influence to the few auditors whom 
he could gather at his lectures, within sound of his own 
voice, and the fewer who had access to the laboriously 
written manuscript copies of his works. To-day an au¬ 
thor’s books are read wherever his tongue Tb spoken. 
His public is the civilized world; not only in Jus own 
dayT^but through all subsequent generations. The musi¬ 
cian of the present is dependent upon his concert audi¬ 
ences, subject to the influences of the weather, distance, 
other engagements, etc., but the phonograph promises 
to do for Mm in the future what printing has done for 
the literary artist, expanding immeasurably the domain 
of his power and influence. 
: It is. true, the day will come—nor is it far distant— 
iwEei. a porsoh-4ivingin New Mexico or Washington 
i Territofj^by possessing a phonograph and purchasing a 
few prepfcim cylinders, can lie at ease on nig own sofa, 
beside the chehr&l fire in Bifc own drawing-room, and 
listen to the finest music rendered by the best artists, of 
the great musical centres. And when that day comes, 
doubtless the traveling concert company, like the travel¬ 
ing. bard, will go out of date, and possibly all public 
concerts and recitals come to an end. Bat the artists, 
instead of moving-in a body to the poorhouse, will give 
their concerts, O happy thought! at^ home, under the 
most favorable conditions, in their. happiest moods; nn- 
fatigued by travel, undisturbed by rhstlmg programmes, 
late arrivals, the conservatory students whispering on 
the front seats, and the boys eating peanuts in the gal¬ 
lery. Prepared cylinders, bearing the - signature of the 
artist, to stamp them as\ genuine, will be sent out from 
every music room in the country, to all parts of the 
world, and the best renditions of the best music can be 
heard at any time, in any home, at no trouble and com¬ 
paratively little expense. 
Turning from personal and pecuniary considerations, 
which form but a narrow basis on which to ground our 
opinion of a new and great invention, we shall find the 
chief advantage for which musicians have to thank the 
phonograph in the inestimable service done to all inter¬ 
pretative art, by placing it on .a par with creative art in 
universality and longevity. There are two grand divi¬ 
sions, or, I may say, two hemispheres of music, the - 
creative and interpretative; and between them flows a 
mighty sea, though many of the great musicians of all 
ages have been natives of both and had free right of pas¬ 
sage from one. to the other, and held equal honor and 
prominence in each. Others have been strictly confined 
by nature to bnt one, and have found it impossible to 
flourish or to labor in the other. Now, these two hemi¬ 
spheres are equally fair, equally seductive, equally glo¬ 
rious ; but that called interpretation has always suffered 
severely from one mighty disadvantage, from which the 
other is wholly exempt. It has ever been subject to 
periodical overflows from the great tidal wave of ob¬ 
livion, which submerge every inch of its surface and 
obliterate every vestige of the labors of its inhabitants. 
Men of brilliant talents have toiled from childhood to 
old age, and when the completed edifice shone resplen¬ 
dent and dazzled even eyes that beheld it from the other 
shore, and when fame came to dwell in it, suddenly it fell, 
and the waters washed over it, and Where it stood there was 
no trace forever. No man could build him a temple so 
strong, or could write his name upon a pinnacle so high, 
but with his death all record of his life and labors passed 
away and his works were lost utterly to the world. 
Meanwhile the works of his brothers on the opposite 
shore, though no loftier and no stronger built, towered. 
majestic, and bnt gathered glory with the passing years. 
Life in this land was sweet, but immortality was not 
there, and in search of it many migrated beyond the 
sea, there to labor in a climate less congenial and with, 
tools less effective. 
The phonograph is the ingenious little weapon by 
means of which, the interpretative artist shall conquer 
death and win his way to immortality equally with the 
composer and the aathor. *► 
What would the musical world now give for a few 
cylinders bearing faithful record of the piano playing of 
Beethoven or Chopin, or of an aria by Malibran?— 
treasure-houses, which gathered and preserved for pos¬ 
terity the precious tones as they fell fromTipsor fingers 
long since, dust in their coffins. Had our recently de¬ 
ceased great master of the pianoforte, Franz Liszt, lived 
just a few years later, or had Edison lived but a few 
years earlier, we might all enjoy at will, in onr own 
studios, that divine interpretative power, which, by those 
who knew him well in both, is held to far outrank his 
creative power, and which perished with him—wasted, 
lost forever, the only species of total annihilation known 
in the universe. 
From an educational standpoint, the phonograph will 
prove itself of the greatest practical value. The pupil, 
at any distance, places himself in communication with a 
leading instructor in Boston or New York, and is ad¬ 
vised what to study. When the lesson is prepared, he 
plays it into the machine precisely as he would to the 
teacher, asking what questions he wishes; and sends the 
record to his chosen master. He in turn reproduces the 
pupil’s performance, note for note, with the accompany¬ 
ing questions, once or several times if necessary, and 
then answers on another cylinder, playing passages here 
and there as illustration, and interspersing comment, 
criticism and advice as needed; at the end-giving at: 
model interpretation of the work for the pnpil to keep 
and copy. He mails the cylinder to. pupil, w! o repro¬ 
duces the record as often as requisite, to gain from it all 
possible information and inspiration. Lessons by mail 
would thus become entirely practicable, and in some, 
respects better than upon the present plan, as the pnpil 
would at any time have immediate access to the advice 
and example of Mb teacher upon any given portion of 
the lesson or any conposition which he had ever studied!' 
It is true that at the present stage of development- 
reached by the phonograph, the slight buzzing, scratch¬ 
ing noise made by the machine is a defect, bat the mar 
chine is being constantly and rapidly improved; so that we 
can look ultimately for the entire obliteration of thisfanlti- 
; . The writer confidently anticipates the day, unless .aiL 
a I a seide it ©r Miss >ui. h )tel < * oking should bring bis 
a- r/ - to untimely enH when ’< shall gi >>» c mcerts 
and lessons from'his Boston music-room to the dwellers7 
in-the Sandwich Islands by phonograph. ■ .' 
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*THE NEW STANDPOINT OP ABTISTS. 
From the Discourse of M. the Pbinoe of Chimay, President 
OF THE BOARD OF OVERSEERS OF THE KOYAL GONSKBVA- 
toby of Music. Dblivbrbs ai the Commence- 
kbnt of 1888. Translated foe The Etude 
_ bx Mbs. Floka E. Mathews. 
In addressing myself to the teabhers as well as to their 
pupils, I wish to speak of a visible change which becomes 
more evident every day in the public taste, and should 
have its reflection in the quality and direction of study. 
At a certain period it sufficed to attract and interest the 
public by producing before it either an accurate work, 
Or a mechanical execution, where the difficulty overcome 
showed real virtuosity. If I may so express myself, 
musical “ acrobaiism” was in vogue, and any artist sure 
, of- a certain daring of execution, any composer endowed 
with some .melodic faculty, would be able, with. a slight 
complement of classical knowledge, to please a numer¬ 
ous public and catch their applause,. 
But to-day all is different' in this perilous career, 
crowded like all others, where^ excessive competition 
surrounds the success of all with uncertainty. The time 
of pure virtuos of composition or of execution is past. 
It is no longer Efficient to be able to produce a melodic 
phrase adequately accompanied, or a mechanical skill 
equally brilliant. It is demanded of composers, and, 
existence of this precious personality, without which he comes necessary with a pupil, I would never encourage 
will not be able to succeed, and thanks to which, on the objective playing to the utter exclusion of all the subtle 
i „ „ ._ „„„„„„„ • .1 shades of intensity which may exist in hiB bosom, for 
confrary, he can aspire to success in ie artistic branch every composition worthy of the name possesses certain 
he shall choose. elastic qualities which allow the player’s own individ- 
I know that this is what our professors strive to do, uality free scope. I would place feeling foremost in a 
but one cannot too often .call their attention and their musical organism feeling, enthusiasm, sympathy, imagi- 
- . m , , . . . , , . nation, with a liberal amount of intellect and earnest- 
care to this point. They ought to strive to tram the n6g, 
personalities presenting themselves before the public; if A 'student should be urged to merge his whole iden- 
in the domain of composition; with a music drama where tity into the piece he is playing, for then and there only 
the music no longer figures as a sort of accessory accom- ^e dnd out what that music will say to him, and he 
paniment, but becomes an active- part and reveals a 
if it is in poetic conception and a musical conviction 
the domain of execution, with a personal interpretation, 
which shows the artist or producer himself, or, better, 
identifies him with the author of the work which he exe¬ 
cutes—reproducing this work, not alone with the voice 
or with the fingers, but especially in the thought, recom¬ 
posing it, as it were, before his audience, and making it 
his, in order to place those who hear it in communica¬ 
tion with the spirit _of the composer, and with his own 
spirit, which ought not to confine itself to watching 
the correctness of the execution, but must here play the 
principal role. __ 
It s to this point that artistic education ought to lead ; 
it is to form artists who may be “ themselves,” and who 
bring to the public before whom they present themselves 
also, of «tie executants, to be skillful and at the same the interest of their individuality. This is a task worthy 
fimn nnata Tf. ia Tionaaaarv frlvaf orl^roaa vfaol'P tr» n ii -n . i _ i* i i» .i ti e poets. It is necessary that thought address itself to 
thought, and that which was formerly the principal thing, 
the mechanical skill, shall be only the accessory, the 
modest vehicle which puts spirits in communication, the 
language by which they understand each other. In order 
that the public, to-day, listen and be interested, it is 
necessary that the one who addresses himself to it should 
not content himself with “reciting.” It is necessary 
that he “ speak,” and that he have “ something to say.” 
Without this interest is diverted and dissipated, and the 
halls empty. They can no more be filled except by the 
prestige of some renowned name well-known for afford¬ 
ing this intellectual exchange of which I speak. 
But what an arduous and uncertain task for those who 
embrace the artistic career I What I say is true in all 
branches of art. Who can expect to Bueceed ? Who 
can fee sure of having in himself at the end of his 
studies this incomparable faculty, which alone can con¬ 
duct to the goal? 
of our learned professors, worthy of our establishment, 
which has in itB annals many imperishable, names, and it 
is our duty to maintain the list unbroken. 
[For The Etude.] 
OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE INTEBPEE- 
- , TATION. 
must believe strongly also in the power which it may 
exert. ■ ’ - 
What voices first chanted to Pergolesi his glorious 
Salve Regina, and where did Mozart hear the awful 
cries of the risen dead come to judgment? ~ 
To convert others, one must first convert himself: 
Cromwell, Napoleon, Zoroaster, Mohammed helievea 
intensely in their own missions, and owed their influence 
on the people to that belief. * 
It is a good plan for scholars to learn and hear as 
much music as they can, as they thus become bet¬ 
ter acquainted with all that has been written. It is 
almost better to risk being bitten by the snake of 
satiety than to become opinionated on the strength of. 
four or five pieces, and show, like Miss Prigsby, in 
Punch, a contemptuous tolerance for Rossini, a dis¬ 
like for Mendelssohn and a sardonic smile for anything 
that is not Bach or Brahms. 
Biilow is an almost perfect conception of the objective 
artist, so was Tausig, but these gentlemen never im¬ 
parted a degree of novelty to their numbers. If the 
same piece chanced to be upon two programmes, the 
same effect was produced—never a change in the 
slightest degree. 
Cenius, meaning creative power allied with a taste for 
the beautiful, represents the climax of intellectual 
strength, and the subjective player will always tower, 
Mont Blanc-like, over the objective, simply because he 
has more genius. 
The finest executive musician, be he artist or pupil, 
is the one who, after having carefully studied the com¬ 
poser, expresses himself. 
ANNETTA J. HALLIDAY. 
“ She never plays a piece exactly as it is written 1” 
exclaimed a teacher, in. speaking of a pupil to a group-oftl 
QUOTATIONS. 
Mends one day. ‘ ‘ Pianissimos are as apt as anything to 
be fortissimos with her. It always seems to me that she 
dictates to the composer, instead of listening to him 
One would think it a new composition each time he 
hears her play it. She infuses passion into the music, 
she doesn’t let it infuse passion intif her.” 
“That tendency should be subdued,” remarked 
Yet there.are very few persons who another musician', sotto voce, “T never encourage a pupil 
are not endowed in some degree with an artistic individ- to dverdo anything. Adhere rigidly to expression 
... , m, . . . . marks, and make the performer analyze all he plays, 
uality capable of being developed. The point is, of;When’a pupil playa Chopin, I want Chopin, not the 
arousing the consciousness of this individuality, of bring- pupil.” 
ing it out, of improving it; in a word, of manifesting it. ; The slight conversation, awakening several stra. 
To be sure, a beautiful voice, certain natural disposi- channels ot thought, suggested the title of this sketch ; 
.. , . , , , j , j , . , f should our pupils be individual or subordinate, should 
tions which lean toward such and such an instrument, are they reawaken or recreate, should they be exact at the 
precious elements and favorable- indications. But one ;risk of being monotonous, or emotional with the result 
eannot hope to succeed with work only. It is necessary of being incorrect ? In a word, should their interprets 
that, the result of this labor, of which the severity cannot ^ion ^e fr°m within or without? 
be diminished (rather on the contrary) be so controlled 
as to place it at the disposition of a person who knows 
how to serve himself with it, as the fingers avail them¬ 
selves of an instrument. It is necessary that the execu¬ 
tion be certain enough not to occupy him ; that it 
respond to the necessities of the transmission of thought 
but it must not step beyond this role, nor pretend to the 
first place, which does not belong to it. It is necessary 
that it be perfect and humble. . 
One cannot, then, escape from beginning by acquiring 
mechanical skill with ho less care of work and of study 
than formerly, since he ought not to be less finished. 
But it is necessary' to add something else, and, this 
“something else” is all. It is this which makes one an 
artist if he does it. It is the -culture and development 
of the thought,-of the “individuality,” of the student, 
in order that he may be able by means of them to evoke 
the spirit of His public, interest it, captivate it, charm 
it, and compel its attention to that which he has to say. 
There is, then, a time in the studies w.here students, 
and it is to them that I address myself, ought to revealf ^j. 
The triumph of genius in musical expression is by a 
sudden stroke of emotion, a flash of personal magnet¬ 
ism to captivate and hold enchained the feelings of an 
audience. 
Liszt, with his incomprehensible virtuosity, has most 
fully demonstrated this, so also has Rubinstein. 
Outward forms express the idea of the beautiful in 
the plastic arts, and the ideal is conveyed through the eye 
instead of the ear, but music, that strangest of gifts to 
man, creates from a spirit-world-of its own, and where 
positive expressions fail us, the magic art-form of music 
steps in. 
Fainting produces only by - imitation; Raffaelli’s Ma¬ 
donnasme re_but the faces of the women .he loved the 
best f'Jupiter or Christ is never represented as more 
than a man, either fiercely beautiful or sorrowfully beau¬ 
tiful ; but in the superb swell of a Magnificat or the soft 
sigh of a Miserere, in the grand crash of an Overture, 
or the passionate pathos of a single tenor note, how the 
frivolity and hurry of the world sink into nothingness, 
and the human heart wakes up to the unspoken dreams, 
the nobler motives, the gracious charity, which have 
slumbered under much that was sordid, tedious and 
pointless in the routine of life. Man remembers all that 
he is and might have been, and mourns—as the dwellers 
in Arcadia mourned over their exile—for his better 
_ Nothing .is denied to well-directed labor.—Sir Joshua 
Reynolds. 7 
Every one has a fair turn to be as great as he pleases.— 
Jeremy Collier.’ 
No school is more necessary to children than patience, 
because either the will must be broken in childhood, or 
the heart in old age.—Richter. 
Success is a fruit slow to ripen. 
Even power itself hath not one-half the might of 
gentleness.—Leigh Hunt. -—x 
Contact with the powers of others, calls forth new 
:s in ourselves.—Webster. 
Let all that is called life be sacrificed to noble aims 
and to a sanctuary of art.—Beethoven. 
The most important thing for a musician is to refine 
his “ inner ear.”—Schumann. 
Take fast hold of instruction—fair she is thy life. 
The doorstep to the temple of wisdbm is a knowledge 
of our own ignorance.—Spurgeon. 
The heart has reasons that reason does not under- 
stand.^=Bossuet. 
The beginnings of all things are small.—Cicero. 
Knowledge is proud that he has learned so much ; 
wisdom is humble that he knows no more. 
It is more difficult to stop in a downward than in an 
upward path. 
One of the sublimest things in this world is plain 
truth.—Bulwer. 
Learn to say—No;” it will be of more use to you 
than to be able to read Latin.—Spurgeon. 
To know how to be Bilent is more difficult, and more 
profitable, than to know how to speak.—F6e. 
We often do more good by our sympathy than by our 
labors.—Canon Farrar. 1 
The greatest triumph of a teacher does not consist in 
transforming his pupil into a likeness of himself,.but in 
showing him the path to become his own individual 
self.—Ehlert. . I 
their personality to their professor, try to bring it but, 
and mark their work with the seal of his approval'; and 
it is to these moments of artistic education that the pro- 
fessors, I address'myself to them also, ought to be 
attentive to seize in the pupil the first indication of the 
To thereally great artist we must look as the expo¬ 
nent of tlte dualism of music ; he not only-reveals the 
emotions feliby the composer while creating his work,- 
bat he uses the composition also as an irresistible 
medium-of self-revelation. 
, However, , if choice between the two renditions be- 
Musical theorists without too lively an imagipatio ■ are 
the-best- instructors; but as critics they are fret ently 
cynical and unjust. The most gifted : >mpc. it is rarely 
a logical instructor of the principles of his art; nay, 
•more,—-it is said that no eminently successful composer 
ever wrote a well digested treatise on the theory of mu¬ 
sic. Cherubini, perhaps, may be considered the only 
exception.—EUa, 
lgukp: ix g. : 
BDlJKiilE. m mdm 
From the 3rd Violoncello <*Suite§ ir K: 
BACtt. 
Arr.sby SARA JfEINZE. 
In the following* bright piece, the observance of the staccato is of the utmost importance. Melody tones staccato, 
(a) when unaccompanied in the same hand, as in the first two tones of the piece, are to be played with a finger 
staccato, made by picking* the keys with the point of the finger, as one would pick the string's of a g*uitdr. In 
this touch, the hand moves little or none at the wrist^but the wrist must be held loosely. In accompanied staccato 
ton^s of the melody, like those in the second beat of the; first measure, (b) a hand staccato is used, the han4 ris¬ 
ing* from the wrist. Heavy accents, like those of the first beat of the first, third, and seventh "measures,(C) are play¬ 
ed with a touch, in part at least, produced by allowing* the weight of the arm to fall upon the chord. This, when 
properly done, elicits a powerful tone with very little exertion. Care must be taken to balance the hand in such a 
manner that the melody-tone preponderates . All legato, marks must be carefully observed such as those in the 
first beat of the fourth measure, (d) first Jthree notes of the fifth measure, etc. Long: tones in.the middle voice, 
like the E in the eleventh measure, (e) are intended to sound throughout their entire length- They must be sounded 
a little’more forcibly than if they were. of shorter duration, in order that the tone may linger upon the ear; Very 
sharp dissonances, like those in the fourth and fifth measures of period V,- have to be accented with great forcey 
otherwise they sound like mistakes. The long* legato phrase in period VI must be observed. In short,carefully con^ 
form to all the directions of phrasing* and expression^ and continue to do this until you realize the mam other! 
variations of intesity which these marks imply. It is very important that this piece be memorized. It is of such it 
manly character, that it benefits the musical mind to master it. A 
Mathews Phrasing 11. * Copyright 1889 by Theo. Prefer. 






.^periodically r-ecurring_triplet eighths should be kept subdued 
er sound.-'7 
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NEW PUBLICATIONS, 
Hi 1. Love Song for Piano. Henry Sohonfeld, Op. 1. 
Clayton F. Sumney, Chicago. 
This is a simple, quiet melody, moderately passionate. 
The accompaniment is in triplets throughout and there 
is a melody and an accompaniment for each hand. It is 
good and well written and will be found not only a 
pleasing parlor piece but a good and useful teaching 
piece for pupils moderately advanced; 
2. Three Pieces for Piano. By August , Spanuth. 
Wm. Rohlfing <fe Co., Milwaukee. 
(а) Study (Butterfly Chase). 
(б) Nocturne. 
(c) Impromptu. 
These pieces all have decided merit, both as regards 
style and contents. The first is an exceedingly difficult 
study in double fourths. It will be found productive and 
valuable by pianists who are far enough advanced to use 
it. The Nocturne is a palpable (and avowed) imitation 
of Chopin, bat has merit of its own and is worth playing. 
The Impromptu is extremely difficult, partly on account 
of the speed (presto) and partly because there are many 
passages which are difficult to play well, even allegretto. 
They are all evidently the work of an accomplished and 
talented musician and pianist. ' 
3. Six Pieces for Piano. By Gustave Hills, Op. 
55. Wm. Rohlfing & Co., Milwaukee. 
No. 1. Yalse Caprice. 
No. 2. Peasant Dance. 
No. 3. Waltz. 
No. 4. Waltz. 
No. 5. Ballet Music. 
No. 6. Waltz. 
These pieces are ingenious and bear evidence of being 
the work of a trained musician, but they are not con¬ 
vincing or satisfying. They are not melodious nor are 
they sufficiently characteristic or significant to make up 
for the lack of pleasing qualities in melody and harmony. 
They are not very difficult technically ; but the unusual, 
not to say strained harmonies will make them hard and 
ungrateful to pupils. It is very doubtful whether they are 
worth the trouble of learning them. 
4. Canzonette. By Alexander Lambert. G. 
Schirmer, New York. 
This piece is reasonably melodious, well written, not 
specially significant and not very difficult. 
5. Berceuse for Piano. By Homer N. Bartlett. G. 
Schirmer, New York. 
This is smooth, melodious, well written and charac¬ 
teristic, but not deeply expressive. It is of moderate 
difficulty. 
Three Pieces. By Bernhard Boekelmann. Edward 
Schuberth & Co., New York. 
1. Ballabile, Op.. 8, for Piano. 
2. Polonaise de Concert, for Piano. 
3. Romance for Violin or Violoncello and Piano. 
No. 1 is a melodious and well written, but somewhat 
difficult piece. It will be found a valuable addition to 
the repertoire of adyaneed pianists. * 
No. 2 is a brilliant and effective concert piece ; dif¬ 
ficult, but not too difficult for advanced players. 
No. 8 is an admirable and excellent piece for the pur¬ 
poses for which it is intended. It is in a fine lyric style, 
and the piano part is not a mere accompaniment, but an 
independent part, flowing and melodic in style, and dis¬ 
playing everywhere the work of athorough musician. It 
is a valuable addition to the repertory of violin - or 
violoncello and-piano pieces. It is well adapted either 
for concert or private performance. J. C, F. 
Klavterschule, By Emil Breslauer. Carl Griin- 
_inger, Stuttgart, Germany. 
A book foFbeginners on 'the pianoforte. The work 
brings with it the highest authority. The Author is 
director of the Berlin Conservatory and editorbpf the 
Klavierlehrer, a periodical similar to The Etude. It 
has already the highest encomiums frommen like von 
Btilow, Henselt, ‘ Klindworth, Moszkowski and Schar- 
wenka. It 'is a work intended to meet the popular 
demand, and is filled with pleasing melodies, which, for 
the moBt part, are of special interest to the German youth. 
Exercises are introduced with greatest care. There is 
nothing tedioUB'about the book. The aim seems to be 
to interest the pupil with short pieces and studies and 
leav.e the severer work of education to a future time. 
The work will, no doubt, soon be. issued ,in English, as 
it can be adapted to our wants with very little altera¬ 
tion. < 
REVISED EDITION. Lessons in Musical History. 
,By John Comfort Fillmore. - 
The attention of the author having been called by the 
Directors of the Music Department of .Noire Dame, of 
Maryland. Institute for Young Ladies, to some expres¬ 
sions ih his work which seemed to do injustice to the 
Church, he at once took her criticisms into careful and 
thorough consideration. The result was that the changes 
suggested Were cheerfully' mads, to the entire satisfaction 
both of critic and author. In view of these revisions, in 
accordance with the suggestions of so. eminent an author¬ 
ity, the publisher takes especial satisfaction in recom¬ 
mending this book to the attention of all teachers in 
Catholic schools and col leges,"lH^ll~cbnMdnce“tKa£lr 
will meet their unqualified approval. 
Scratch Club. Poet-Lore Go., Philadelphia, Penna. 
Price 75 cents. 
One of the most delightful books on musical topics 
which we have seen lately is “The Scratch Club,” by 
Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of the University of Pennsylvania. 
The title is somewhat puzzling, perhaps j to. the unin¬ 
itiated who do not . know that “ scratching ” is the term 
applied by musicians to their own amateurish attempts 
on string instruments, and is associated in their minds 
with much that is most delightful in their art. 
This particular “scratch” club consists of a quar¬ 
tette of musicians who hold very diverse opinions on 
the subjects which they discuss, and many a warm argu¬ 
ment, which Dr. Clarke has handled with dramatic skill, 
is the result. After reading two or three of the discus¬ 
sions one begins to feel that the satiric Crabbe, the 
sober-minded Hazel and the rest are men that one has 
known, while not the least interesting character is Dr. 
Goodman, a liberal-minded clergyman, a kindly gentle¬ 
man and with a passionate fondness for music, who is 
continually pouring oil on the troubled waters of discus-, 
sion. He nit is who brings, them up with a round turn 
when they evince that inevitable human tendency to 
wander from the point and descend to personalities, and 
upon his suggestion many interesting problems which 
could only occnr to the layman in musical art are 
brought np. Some of these points are the relative 
merits of vocal and instrnmental music, the relations of 
acoustics to music, the power of music for expression, 
etc., but so cleverly has Dr. Clarke presented all points 
of view through the medium of his characters that the 
problems are left to the reader himself to solve. We 
should leave out-half the charm o the book if we only 
mentioned the conversations, entertaining aa they are, 
for the gifted members of this particular Scratch both 
tell and write stories, and in these the versatility of the 
author becomes still more manifest, for they are written 
in several distinct literary styles. One of the best is the 
sermon read at one of the meetings by Dr. Goodman, 
purporting to be by a non-conformist divine of the last 
century. In this not only the bigoted spirit of the 
“ unco guid ” of the last century is caught, but the style 
is in strict conformity with what was considered elegant 
in those days, a marked characteristic of which were the 
almost cumbrously alliterative sentences. Another 
clever bit of imitation in, style is the dry-as-dust intro¬ 
duction to the Egyptian papyrus, which itself also takes 
one back to the mysterious days of the ancient goddess 
Phthah. 
One or two others we must mention: the satirical 
poem of Parks, which is as “ heroic ” in its construction 
as anything Homer ever wrote ; instance this passage:— 
“Bat list I how second fiddle bears his part 
In this attempt to storm the temple of art; 
With dainty steps he foots his dubious way. 
Unhindered by these erring sons of clay. 
- His modest merit counts not sounding praise, 
But like the violet, hides from, public gaze; 
Hia be the meed—altho’ 'tis all unsought. 
That in the * Scratch ’ he is the one bright spot.” 
The other is Hazel’s Allegory, which we. advise all 
art anthusiasts to read and ponder over, for it contains 
mnch wisdom which they would do well to imbibe, and 
it expresses, we suspect, more nearly the views of Dr. 
Clarke himself on the subject of art than any other 
chapter in the book. 
The literary and critical ability shown in this little 
volume are rare among musicians, having been possessed 
only by those who have been accounted the greatest in 
their art. Prank Babb. 
Musicians’ Calendar. 
Mass. 
Silver, Burdett & Co., Boston, 
This is a handsome and useful publication which we are 
glad to makeknown to our readers. It is intended to orna¬ 
ment the musicians’ studio. For every, week of the year 
there is a leaf, which is torn off as the year progresses. 
Each leaf filled with sayings about music and musicians, 
winch are strikingly valuable .to the student of music. 
The calendar is adorned with a rich lithographic design 
which contains the portrait of John K. Paine, of Boston. 
The credit of compilation is due to Prank Morse, who 
has gathered many of the gems about music and placed 
them where they will be seen and read by more than 
between the covers of a>ook» The calendar can be pro¬ 
cured through The EtAde. ) 1 >— 
Palmer’s New PfioifouNciNG Dictionary of Musical 
Terms. Publisljed-by the-Author. Price 25 cents. 
This little work is the outcome of various imperfect 
editions of pocket dictionaries. . At a glance one can 
readily see that great care has been taken by the com¬ 
piler to make the definitions and pronunciations accn 
rate.. Confusion and uncertainty exist in our musical 
terminology, which Dr. Palmer has, to a certain extent, 
cleared away. 
This little book contains about all the terms used by 
musicians. There are 2500 terms and abbreviations 
in all, which is sufficiently ample for all, ordinary pur¬ 
poses. 
BULES POE MAJOE KEYS. 
SHARPS. 
No sharps or flats belong to C, 
One sharp will show the key of G, 
D has two and A has three ; 
In E are four and five in B, 
The P sharp scale must then have six, 
And for C sharp all seven prefix. 
flats. 
F natural one fiat must take, 
Two flats the key of B flat make, 
E flat has three and A flat four, 
And with D flat count still one more ; 
For six, the G flat scale is known, 
And C flat makes all seven its own. 
Unknown. 
[For The Etude.]—-— 
PEEQUENCY OP LESSONS. 
BY F. H. LEWIS. 
Frequency and regularity of music lessons are impor¬ 
tant features of a thorough course of study. The same 
fundamental principles should be applied in study of 
music as in any other department of self-culture. 
The public school system requires the attendance of 
scholars at least five days each week and at regularly 
prescribed hours. 
The apprentice 's required to be on hand daily at cer¬ 
tain appointed times. So with the clerks, salesmen, 
mechanics and, in fact, nearly every one who has an 
object in life. 
Music study is looked upon by many as a study to be 
considered apart from other studies: to be pursued 
according to fluctuating whims in many cases, to be 
taken just to learn “ a few easy pieces,” to pass away 
the time, etc. . 
The Old proverb—“What is worth learning at all is 
worth learning well ”—is just as applicable to music 
study as it is to any other. 
If anything is lacking in America to make the results 
of music study equal to those of Germany it is persistent 
application among our mnsic students. Irregularity and 
infrequency of lessons is, perhaps, the chief cause. The 
“don’t feel like practicing” spirit is not discouraged 
enough ; too much sympathy for the pupil’s whims and 
mistaken ideas promotes, rather than eradicates, obsta¬ 
cles to success; too great a desire to realize ambitions, 
causing, thereby, a hurrying progress, which, at best, 
results in superficiality. 
What, then, should we advise ? First, engage for 
your teacher one who is known to be regular and punc¬ 
tual, so that you, at least, will have the example always 
before you ; second, if the purse affords, engage daily 
lessons of that teacher, or, if expense is too great, then 
lessons on alternate days or once in three days—twice a 
week—and make up_ your mind to work regularly, if only 
an hour-a day, and learn something well for each lesson. 
A page well learned is far better than a dozen super¬ 
ficially gone over, Third, take as mnch care to attend to 
your practice as you would to do anything else. 
The best instruction cannot, as a general thing, be 
procured for iess than four dollars per hour, and it is in 
large cities the best teachers are- found, usually. Two 
halfihour lessons are much better than a one-hodr .lesson 
a week; A short lesson daily is better than a long one 
less frequently. In this brief article many snggiMitive 
details are necessarily omitted, but & good teacher can 
easily supply such, and if this short contribution is pro¬ 
ductive of good results in this direction, then the author 
will feel as if his efforts are not in vain. 
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Questions 
Ques.—What is the difference between Canon and 
Fugue?- ' • . A, B. 
. Ans.—A Canon is an imitative piece in which each 
following voice repeats the melody of the leader, upon; 
whatever interval above or below the composer may 
happen to have chosen. A Fugue is a Canon in which 
each answering voice enters according to certain restric¬ 
tions of key, the answer coming upon the dominant, or 
passing from dominant to tonic. A Fugue is a sort of 
Canon, but a Canon is not strictly a Fugue. 
Ques. 1.—Will you please answer this question for 
me: Is American and Foreign fingering essential for 
teaching young pupils ? If so, which should be taught 
first? 
Ans. 1.—I use the so-called “ Foreign ” fingering ex. 
clusively; not because it is better than the other, but 
because I have to use it or forego the advantage of using 
the best and cheapest German editions of the standard 
works. It is very confusing to use both. 
Ques. 2.—What is the right pronunciation for Jos.. 
Haydn, Chopin, Raphael Joseffy, and oblige 
A Subscriber. 
Ans. 2.—Yosef Hidn ; Shopang (French nasal, without 
the g), Rafael YosefFy. I. C. F. 
Ques.—On page 6 of Dr. Hans von Billow’s arrange¬ 
ment of Beethoven’s Sonata, Opus 53, under A2 is the 
following: Decrescendo means forte, crescendo means 
piano. This rule, etc. 
Will you kindly explain through The Etude some whys 
and wherefores which will show me more clearly exactly 
what is meant by the section, and oblige Yours truly, 
Miss E. HJL— 
Ans.—Yon Biilow explains in a subsequent paragraph 
the meaning of the passage. He says: “One of the 
most common and unendurable of the humdrum styles of 
reading is to confound the indications of a dynamic 
change for those of a dynamic state.” In this particular 
passage the notes increase in a given time, which would 
be a change to crescendo, but the effect desired is that of 
piano. It is quite easy for an orchestra to produce the 
effort of piano with every instrument playing and then 
change-to forte, while half the instruments drop out, and 
vice versd. In other words, volume and intensity are here 
contrasted. Rapidly-recurring notes does not always 
mean more power or intensity, but can have a vanishing 
effect. 
Ques.—1. Will you please give me the pronunciation 
of the names of the following modern composers: Hans 
Seeling, Karganoff, Von Wilme, Lynes, L. Thom6, 
Thoma ? 
2. Does a staccato mark under or over two notes 
which are struck together, affect both notes,, or only the 
one which is nearest the staccato mark ? 
3. If in | measure~there is a half-note in one part 
and two quarters in another, the quartered connected 
by a Blur which shortens the last quarter note, I wish to 
know does it also shorten the half-note ? 
Ans.—1. Hauns Seeling. Kar-ga-nouf. Yon Yilm. 
Lines. Tho-ma. Tho-ma. 
2. It affects both notes. If only one is to be affected, 
the stems of the notes must be turned, onenp, the other 
down, then only, the one having the staccato mark will 
be affected. 
3. Generally it does. In chord playing and all free- 
style of playing the" correct phrasing would be to raise 
the half-note with the last quarter; but in contrapuntal 
writing the half-note may often be held its full length. 
Ques.—1. I am a young teacher desirous of using the 
best methods, and Bhould like a little advice in deciding 
upon «tn instruction book.. I give written directions at 
every leBson, as to manner of practice, etc. Following 
this plan, ana giving outside technical work (two-finger 
exercises, etc.) in connection with the work, it seems to 
me that Glarke’s “ Art of Pianoforte Playing ” contains 
about all the material desirable’ in an instruction book. 
I should like the opinion of The Etude. • 
2, Would you teach scales rhythmically at first ? 
3. Do yon recommend Ward Jackson’s Hand Gym¬ 
nastics? A. I. S. 
Ans.—l.-EThe teacher’s workespecially with begin¬ 
ners, is many-sjded. The material used for instruction 
is, of course, important, but the manner of presenting it 
is still more. The more variety a child has in study the 
easier it is to hold the interest. To load a child at the first 
leBson with a bulky volume is disheartening, unnatural, 
and I was going to say, cruel. A child craves new 
things. It sees new things everywhere. Its entire life 
changes in a few months. Its habits, its thoughts, its 
desires, and everything about its life is shifted, altered 
by the natural course of events. The course of study 
should conform to its nature. Give a child a change 
above all things. Your manner of treating beginners is 
commendable. Dr. Clarke’s “ Art of Piano Playing ” is 
excellent as a basis. It is a small work to begin with, 
inexpensive and full of variety, besides being not .old- 
fashioned ; but weave in your, instruction aa much out¬ 
side matter as ybu can find adaptable to a child. Here 
are a few things In which a child can be interested : 
writing exercises, such as you find in writing-books for 
mnsic students, and give them from memory an occa¬ 
sional exercise, or . little piece without any notes; 
written questions to be answered at next lesson j 
periodical examination before parents and rest of class. 
Inspire a child by playing for it at times. Nearly all 
the material in Wieek’s “ Piano Book ” can be taught 
without notes. Read also his first chapter on elementary 
playing in -his book “ Piano and Song.” Moore's 
Kindergarten System, “ The Child Pianist,” has quite a 
number of things which every teacher of beginners 
shouldkknow about. To go into detail would require 
a treatise, which is here out of place. 
2. Not just the first time. Learn to walk before 
you dance. Scale practice is positively exhilarating with 
Krause’s “Studies in Measure and Rhythm” which are the 
scales in every variety of Rhythm. We all are aware 
how tedious scale practice is to the average pupil. Why 
is this? The answer is this: In all routine work the 
mind cannot be kept active unless the work is varied. 
If in onr arithmetics addition were taught by only one 
example, and every pupil would be obliged to go over 
that one, “ sum ” until adding could be done with facility, 
what monotonous work it would be. We find that addi¬ 
tion is taught by a variety of examples having the. same 
figures covering pages in our text-book. Reading is also 
taught by having the same-words appear in a new form 
with every lesson. Why not varyThe scale ? Surely in 
actual practice they appear in endless variety of Rhythm. 
Take two pupils who have- never played scales ; let one 
play in the old-fashioned way from one lesson to another 
until they are gone through with; then take another 
through Krause’s “Rhythm and Scales” and the difference 
will be apparent in a few lessons. The one will have to 
be forced to practice, the other will go to it with a relish. 
In the end the Krause pupil will not only be a thorough 
master of the scales, but have developed a charming sense 
of rhythm. We unhesitatingly recommend the scale 
practice in rhythmical form as soon as the pupil has 
learned the tones belonging to each. 
3. YeB! .There could be a better work for -this pur¬ 
pose made than Jackson’s. The exercises as given in 
December Etude are an improvement on Jackson. To 
onr mind a gum band is the very thing for free gymnastic 
exercises. You can go through almost every form given 
by Jackson and others with a resistance which is the very 
principle that makes the Practice-Clavier, Technicon, 
etc., so valuable. A simple gum band may yet revolution 
ize the whole mechanical practice and all the apparatuses 
that have been invented for this purpose. More of this 
in some future issue of The Etude. 
Ques.—1. Why is the trio in -the “Gavotte von 
Gluck,” by Brahms, written on three staves? Also in 
some other compositions in the Manual of Music, for in¬ 
stance, “Ave Maria,” by Liszt? It seems to me it makes 
it more inconvenient to read. 
2. Can you explain the use of the colors in the chrono¬ 
logical charts in the Manual of Music ? 
3. When is the proper time to begin training the 
pupil with Mason’ stwo-finger exercises? 
4. Does the “ Zeckwer” metronome make a sound- 
a clicking—-like the “ Maelzel” instrument ? . F. B. 
Ans.—1. You have e videnfly&copy without footnote. 
The music is placed on three) stam for cohveMdnce in de¬ 
termining which hand ptBys certain notes. The note ex¬ 
plains this^Jfr'Teads, “ Notes on this staff with stems 
going up. are played with the right hand, those haying 
stems.turned down are played with the left hand. In 
order to do this so it strikes the eye clearly, three staffs 
are necessary.- This is the same reason that Liszt’s “ Ave 
Maria” is written that way. It seems a little difficult to 
read, but it would be confusing to write it on two staffs. 
Try it and see for yourself. 
2. Color marks are used to divide the different epochs 
on chronological charts. 
3. Mason’s two-finger exercises can be used with pupils 
at any stage of advancement. As soon as two fingers are 
to be used his principles can be applied. The new work 
of Mr. Mathews, “ Twenty Lessons to a Beginner,” place 
the two-finger exercises in somewhat better form for a 
beginner. 
4. The Zeckwer metronome has no clock work, hence 
no click or sound. 
Ques.—1. In measure 42 of “Golden Slumbers” (Walter 
MacFarren), in Etude for Jan., ’89, should not last E in 
baas be Eif instead of Eb, making the chords diminished 
seventh on C# ? If so, will you tell me the rule for its 
progression to the triad on G; and if not, what is the 
chord as it stands ? 
2. If a perfect fifth is also-a major fifth, why is not a 
perfect fourth also a major fourth, instead of minor, as 
Howard gives it ? 
3. If the interval C—E is changed to C#—E, is it 
minor or diminished f As the/ jnveraion is an augmented 
interval, I should think this ought to be dim., yet it is 
evidently minor. Is not the minor always formed by 
changing the upper tone of a major interval ? 
4. Wnatis the price of Ludwig Klee’s “Ornaments of 
Music,” published by Breitkoff & Hartel? 
6. What is the meaning of PsF in last measure but 
four, Chopin’8 Nocturne, Op. 65, No. 1 ? 
6. In Rondeletto Burgmiiller (Sonatina Album), why 
does the close of Principal Subject second time lead up 
to Episode in C minor better than it would if written as 
first time? Subscriber. 
Ans.—1. The Eb is correct. It is the Chord of the 
Sharp Sixth, which you can find explained fully in any 
Harmony book. 
2. Howard does not use minor fourths at all. He calls 
the fourths perfect, augmented and diminished. Have 
you not Weitzmann in your mind ? 
3. C#—E is a minor third. You must consider this 
interval as in the key of C sharp, with seven sharps. The 
E is sharped in the scale, and when you write a minor 
third from C# you can write it C#—Eb, but the natural 
is implied. Consider all intervals as belonging to scales, 
and all will be clear to you. Minor intervals are formed 
by changing the upper note. In this interval it is the E 
which has been altered. When you change C—E to 
C#—E, you shift the key to C#. 
4. Three dollars and fifty cents retail. 
6. ~We have searched every edition of Chopin and find 
in the Augener edition this mark, p. sf. The engraver 
should have separated the piano mark from that of 
sforzando. 
6. Because it is in G, which is the dominant of C minor. 
Play both ways and you will find which is preferable. It 
is more natural to change to the dominant of key, than to 
go to the miriSr of the same key, hence he uses the domi¬ 
nant as a modulating chord. 
Ques.—Will you not be kind enough to give a little 
biographical sketch- of Francois Behr in The Etude. 
F. Behr was born 1837, at Liiebtheen, Mecklenburg, 
Germany. He is still active and spends his time in 
Budapest, Yienna, Milan and Paris. The details of his 
life we have not at our command at present. 
What is the meaning of a number after a’certain opus ? 
For instance, Op. 2,jSTo,_3 ? . What is the meaning of a 
dot with a line under it (-7-), over a note? A Reader. 
Ans.—1. The numbers after the opus serve no par¬ 
ticular purpose; A composer often makes a set of pieces 
that come appropriately under one opus number, 
ample, Schumann, Op. 16, Scenes from Childhood, and 
his opus 68, Children’s Album, contains many little num¬ 
bers, some scarcely a page in length. It is not tbe cus¬ 
tom to dignify every little piece in this w ry with 1 • us 
number, but is designated by separate nc ibert der the 
opus number. It is a natural subdivision of a ‘ ‘work” (for 
[4his is the meaning of the word “opus ), wh ich in a lite ry 
work are often chapters, sections, partB, etc. • A composer 
sometimes sells to a publisher a number of pieces which 
the publisher issues under one opus, for Convenience. 
2. It is a note that is slightly emphasized and slightly 
staccatoed. 
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A Supplement to Every Instruction; 
Book. 
THE STUD 
OF THE PIANO. 
331. 
BY 
PARENT. 
Translated by M. A« Bierstadt. 
PRICE 81.00. 
THIS work is designed to accompany the instruction 
book with every beginner, and will serve as a supple¬ 
ment to any method. 
The information is imparted in the form of questions 
and answers, which will make the work useful as a primer, 
but it is vastly more direct and comprehensive than any 
primer published. 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 
pages, which we give at-random : 
General Advice on the Method of Practice. 
Necessity of Counting. 
— Some Special Difficulties. 
Musical Memory. 
On Beading Mnsic. 
The Pedal. 
Overcoming of Bad Habits. 
The book will be bound in cloth, and will be a pleasing 
contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are 
placed in the hands of a beginner. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
HISTORY OOUHO FORTE MUSIC. 
By J. O. FILLMOBE. 
" Mr. Fillmore deserves the tnanka of the musical people for having 
written a very readable book on an Interesting subject. * » * Shows 
nn intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.”—The Na¬ 
tion, New York.. 
“ We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoroughly 
suterestiiigand most useful to all who desire.to study the subject of 
which it treats.—The AOunsmm, I.^indon, England. 
Endorsed by all the leading pianists and teachers of America. 
i*e Present a Few Communications out of Many Received: 
“ As one reads it the wonder grows how so Small a book could be 
made to contain so much good information.”—W. S. B. Mathews. „ 
It ib worthy of very high commendation.”—Dr. Wm. Mason. 
it Dr iDysGlf in the highest terms of praise concerning 
“I wish every one of my pupils to read and study this work.”—Wm. 
h. Sherwood. ' 
• ,Ut I? a ®in? of valuable information for the student, and should he 
lu^the hands of everyone interested in mnsic.”—H. Clarence Eddy._ 
it is an extremely well-written and instructive work, and should. 
Dudley BuoT^ ^ the kanda °f every earnest piano student.”— 
“I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the 
°/®Xery student of the piano.”—Mm. Julia Rrvi-KiNO. 
ittn T^i'a..weH adaPted teaching, and I shall gladly introduce 
itto my pupils.”—Em!l Lteblino. • 
tt exceDent work.”—Amy Fat. 
'‘w^iPpiano pnp!I oueht to reaJ St.*’—Richard Zeckweb. 
“Th! S^at gre?a ai?,to a11 farnest students.”—H. A. Clark*. 
The author Is evidently master of his subject.”—John S. Dwiaai. 
Price, $1.50._ 
The Philadelphia Musical Journal. 
ONLY $1.00 A YEAR. 
AMERICA’S LEADING MUSICAL PUBLICATION. 
Educational Department. Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Mua 
Doc., University of Pennsylvania, 
Every issue contains 16 pages; of new music, and from 16 to 20 page# 
of musical literature, interesting and valuable to Music Teachers, 
Pupils, and all lovers of thwArt Divine. It is the official organ of the 
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher's Association. 
A Folio of Music Free to Every Subscriber. ' 
8PEC1AL TERM8 AND D1800UNT8 TO MU8IO TEACHER8. 
Yearly Subscription, $1.00. Sample Copy, 10 ots. 
GOULD & WOOLLEY, Publishers, 
1416 and 1418 Chestnut St., Philadelphia. 
Lessons in Musical History, 
BY 
JOHN COMFORT FILLMOBE. 
Price $1.50 postpaid. 
A comprehensive patline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. 
Address Publisher, 
Theodore Presser, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
Joung folks’ Songs, 
COMPILED AND ARRANGED BY P. J. LAMIERS. 
PRICE 50 CERTS. 
A Collection of^Easy and Melodious Songs for 
Young People. 
(From thr Author’s Preface.) 
In preparing the little collection of songs, great care 
has been taken to select simple,and interesting melodies, 
somewhat above the ordinary nursery songs, but not 
quite so advanced as the ballad. They are designed to 
occupy a place between these two. Address 
THBO. PMBSSEB, 
No. 1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA. 
NEW, EASY AND PEOGRESSIYE 
ethod for the Pianoforte. 
BY JULIOS E. MULLER. 
PRICE $1.00. BOtfUii IN BOARDS. 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
■teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “Falling Leaves.” In this work 
-he—has^aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The book 
has very few exercises. Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
USICIHN. 
eSjecC of tPu<S ©y/oriC iA to fief*jS 
to ■ le 'Getter tu|&erAfancji ar|tj 
eijjo^ymenJL of fieaufijxi? Mu/iio. 
- In six grades, each, 75 Ota. 
The work contains analyses of many of the best 
compositions by Classical writers. Starting with the 
verg easiest pieces for beginners, it leads on, in pro¬ 
gressive order, through six grades, to the most difficult 
works written for the Piano-forte, 
It presupposes no knowledge of harmony, hut, 
starting with the simplest forms of composition, ex¬ 
plains the most essential points, just as^octasion pre- 
seats itself in the different works under/ cotfdderatiohrT 2 such; concise and lucid language aa wifube under¬ 
by mentally less-developed scholars'. (The work has 
met with the unqualified endorsement of all those who 
have examined it. . j 
A PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR. 
BY JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
Op. 15. 
This Instructor includes for its theoretical portion: 
Notation; Rhythm; Chromatic Signs; Accent; Marks 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia¬ 
tion : Marks of Power and Tempo, and Theory of Tech¬ 
nique. A full page is devoted to Diagrams for Position 
at the Pianoforte. 
The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scaleB, major and 
two minor, in all keys, supplemented by attractive Les¬ 
sons and Illustrative Compositions. 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil, illustrating certain exercises in ah entertain- 
ing manner. 
The Iasi four pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
all keys, with Grand Arpeggios; the Harmonic, Melodic 
and Mixed Minor Scales in all keys, and an original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave Exercise, which is both interesting, 
and instructive. 
The Instructor has been endorsed by the following 
Artists and Teachers: Wm. H. Sherwood, S. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin Stern¬ 
berg, J. S. Van Cleve, J. C. Fillmore, Arthur Foote, 
Louis Mass, Alex. Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr, G. 
H. Howard, W. H. Dana, J. Wolfram, S. N. Penfield, 
C. H. Morse, W. G. Smith, Max Leckner, Willard 
Burr, H. A. Kelso, Thomas Tapper, Jr., Norman 
McLeod, Flora M. Hunter, Ad. M. Foerster, rE. R. 
Kroeger, F. W. Root, W. L. Blumerschein, Wm, Mac¬ 
donald, F. R. Webb, H. M. Wild, Mrs,.L. Heerwagen. 
This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
likewise extensive sale, retails for the small sum of 
$1.50, with liberal discount to the profession and trade. 
JUST ISSUED. 
FOUNDATION EXERCISES 
IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING-. 
By A. K. VIRGIL. 
To be used on the PRACTICE CLAVIER or PIANO. 
The object of this work is—first, ^establish the doctrine that Piano¬ 
forte -Technic is or should be an .Elementary Study; and, second, 
to supply teachers and pupils with exercises and facilities by which 
this all-important subject may be taught, and true pianoforte 
technic may be clearly comprehended and practiced by the youngest 
beginner from the first lesson, as heretofore has been impossible. 
The plan of the work, and the exercises given, are new and 
original. 
In the two volumes more than thirty picture. illus¬ 
trations are given, by which not only proper positions, 
but correct movements are easily learned. 
BOOKS I AND IF, EACH $1.50. 
EDWARD SCHUBERTH & CO., Publishers, 
23 Union Square, New York. 
JUVENILE 
EXAMINATION QUESTIONS, 
By L. R. CHURCH. 
PRICE lO CENTS. 
Address Publisher, THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704~Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa- 
NOW READY. 
GROVE’S DICTIONARY 
OP ' 
MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Mnsic in 
the English Language. :. 
IN FOUR VOLUMES. 
$6.00 per Volume. $18.00 for Complete Work, by Express. 
Address, 
. JHEd. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
313 THE E T LTD E 
XI3IE 
1EWHALI & EVA1S MUSIC CO., 
Publishers, Importers and Dealers, 
171 WEST FOURTH ST., 
CINCINNATI, 0. 
Finest Editions at Lowest Prices. - 
Special attention to Teachers’ Orders. 
A BLAIS EXEBCISE BOOK 
For the Analytical Study of Musical Compositions. 
For Students of Piano, Harmony, 
Musical Form, etc. 
- ' By Hu R. CHURCH, 
1208 Ann Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia. 
A POPULAR WORK. 
MUSICAL STUDIES AT HOME, 
BY 
MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
^Neatly Bound in Cloth.. 3?riee $1.85. 
SUITABLE FOR PRESENT 
These Studies are intended for those remote from cen¬ 
tres of musical advantages, those whose early education 
in music has been neglected, those who have become dis¬ 
couraged by wrong methods of teaching, and those whose 
time and means for self-improvement are liipited. 
THE®. PK1SSIB, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
_ THE 
HENRY F. MILLER 
PIANOS. 
HENRY F. MILLER 8, SONS' 
PIANO COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
TWO NEW BOOKS. 
<?, t— --r. - ?J 
“ Choice Glassies. 
6"“---+-s-e) 
FOR PIANO. 
A judicious selection from the works of foreign authors 
: of the highest rank, A glance at the contents will be 
sufficient for players of musical discrimination. Printed 
from new engraved plates on finest quality music paper. 
- CONTENTS: 
AIR DE BALLET. ....JADASSOHN 
ALBUM LEAF........ .-........;.. GRUTZMACHER 
ALBUM LEAF .  .BARGIEL 
AM _MEER................................ .SCHUBERT 
AT EVENING.............SOHTTTE 
BARCAROLE-...   TSC5AIKOWSKY ■BONNE NUIT... NIEMANN 
CANZONETTA... JENSEN 
CANZONETTA.......HOLLAENDER 
CANZONETTA ..   -MERKEL 
CHILDHOOD’S FROLICS..................................MEYER 
CONSOLATION.......... ............................. LISZT 
CRADLE SONG................... KJERULF ■FIRST MJSETING... NIOODE 
FLEETING TIME...... HABERBIER 
FLOWER • OEL.SPBING... .HABERBIER 
FROLICS....  .VON WILM 
HAPPING Eh ' Bi . .SCHUMANN 
HERZ ENSLIEDCHEN-... HAU8B 
LEICHTES SPIEL...... A   .. ............. .WOLFF 
LIED OHNE WORTE..........HOLZEL 
LOVE SONG.  ..HENSELT 
MELODIE.... MOSZE'O WSEI 
MELODIE...........................................VON HOLTEN 
ENUETTO.....   .8CHARWENEA, 
MOMENT MUSICAL... SCHARWENKA 
MURMURING ZEPHYRS...(jensen) NIEMANN 
NOCTURNE .  MEYER-HELMUND 
NORWEGIAN SONG...   .HOFMANN 
ON THE RIVULET..    .HOFMANN 
POLONAISE..  MERKEL 
REPENTANCE.........   NICODE 
ROMANCE...........  .......RUBINSTEIN 
ROMANCE.... SCHUM A NN 
SERENADE...   .HABERBIER 
SLUMBER SONG.\....  HELLER 
TRAUMEREI...  SCHUMANN 
VILLAGE MUSICIANS... VOW WILM 
ZUR AUTE..  .HOFMANN 
Price, in Boards, - $1.00 
Price, in Cloth, - - - 1.50 
SSTASXiXS] 1879. 
ERNER’S VOICE. 
A Monthly Journal Devoted to the Human Voice In all its Phases. 
A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬ 
vating and the Preserving of the Voice. 
ZVZBY SIN0ZB Alts ZVZS7 TEACHES 0? SINGING SHOULD HATE IT 
Werner's Voice for 1889 will be Better and Brighter 
more Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and 
Larger m Circulation, with Increased Capital and 
Enlarged Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analy¬ 
sis ana Criticism. 
SL50 A YEAR 515 CTS. A MEMBER. 
Mention Thb Etude, and Send for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy 
Address She Editor and Proprietor, 
. EDGAR S. WERNER, 
No. 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK. 
•» i<f* 
“Classic Duos 
"ijr1 G| 
FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN. 
(With extra Violin part in separate binding.) 
Contains compositions by the best authors, and of 
absolutely unequaled merit. They will be found equally 
acceptable for concert performances or drawing-room 
pastime. The separate violin part relieves both per¬ 
formers of the ^discomfort of playing from one book. 
Issued in the same careful and costly style as “ Choice 
Classics.” 
CONTENTS 
ANDANTE AND MARCH..BEETHOVEN 
ANGEL’S SERENADE..  BRAGA 
AVE MARIA...•....GOUNOD 
CONFIDENCE-._........................... .MENDELSSOHN 
GIFSEY DANCE........ ERNST 
INTERMEZZO..............................MENDELSSOHN 
MEDITATION.... W; .TS...FAUCGNIER 
MENUETT..   .BOCCHERINI 
MENUETTO.s,. ..............GOUNOD 
MENUETTO........................... MOZART 
NIGHT SONG.....  .VOGT 
NOCTURNE  ..  .... ..MENDELSSOHN 
PAVANE, LA..EIOHBERG 
PIZZICATI (Sylvia). DELIBES 
PRIERE, LA.........*■*..ERNST 
REVERIE..., a..,,... FAUCGNIER 
ROMANCE... SCHUMANN 
ROMANCE... HALEVY 
ROMANZA.......  KRAUSE 
SERENADE...   T1TTL 
SERENADE.. ................... SCHUBERT 
SERENADE... .....HAYDEN 
SERENATA...MOSZKOW8KI 
SPRING’S AWAKENING...   .BACH 
TRAUMERIE........................S' ' 
Price, in Boards, including separate 
“ Cloth, V -/ j 
FOR SALE AT ALL MUSIC STORES. 
.. SCHUMANN 
Violin part, $1.00 
/ “ “ . 1.50 
Musical Art Publications. 
The following form a graded list of choice pieces of music, each of - 
which is attractive and suitable for purposes of recreation or Btudy. 
THE PIANO. 
r‘w Grade I. Rosiest. Recreative. 
My First Piece—in C..G. Benedetti. 8 .20 
The Brum Major—in C.... “ .25 
May be taken after the first six lessons in the Primary Instructor 
or First Piano Technics. 
Grade I to JT. Recreative. 
Twinkling Star Waltz—in C....St. Croix. 8 .25 
Hop o’my Thumb Polka—in C.Benedetti. .25 
L’Elisire d’Amore—in G.Donizetti. .25 
Come on Galop—in C..Benedetti. .25 
Grade H. Recreative. 
Barcarole—in G..,.St. Oroix. .25 
Beveiy—inF..... “ ,25 
Morning Prayer—in F (Improved Ed ).Streabbog. .40 
Olassical—Same Grade. 
Sonatina—in G...Beethoven. .20 
Allegro assai—inF.  “ * .25 
Grade IIto III. Recreative. 
The Bat—inE flat........F. Stamati. .80 
Sweet Violet—in E flat (Improved Ed.).Spindler. .40 
Grade HI. Classical. 
Allegretto—in A..;..Haydn. .30 
Kneoht Buprecht—in A minor.....Schumann. .80 
s Grade IV. Recreative. 
Olivette—in A flat.....  Audran. .40 
Merry War—in F...Strauss. .40 
Nocturne—Romance (new).Goldbeck. .40 
Has made a great impression in New York. 
Olassical—Same Grade. 
Notturno—in E (Midsummer Night’s Dream)..Mendelssohn. .40 
■ Grade IV to V. 
Nocturne—A fl t. Tausig. .40 
Lohengrin—B flat.Wagner. .60 
La Somnambula.Favarger. .75 
Der Freischiitz. “ .75 
Grade V. 
Sylvia (Pizzicati) Concert piece.Goldbeck. .80 
L~ Arpa—A flat.'..Joachim Raff. .50 
Scherzo. PreBto—E minor.Mendelssohn. .50 
Nocturne—A flat....... .Thalberg. .80 
Grade Vito VIII. Difficult. 
Bhapsody No. 13—in A.Liszt. .80 
“ No. 8—in F sharp. •• .80 
Bondeau Brilliant—E flat........Weber. .75 
Le Tourbillon. Celebrated Whirlwind Waltz..Goldbeck. 1.00 
Grade U—Don Giovanni—in C...Mozart. .30 
“ Home, Sweet Home—in F.St. Oroix. .25 
Grade HI.—Fspanola—in F.......Goldbeck. .50 
Grade- IV.—On the Bay—in E flat...... “ .40 
Grade V.—Flattering Dove—in A flat. “ 1.00 
“ Mountain Chapel—in G. “ .50 
“ Ockerthal—in E..Litolff. .40 
“ In the Garden of the Emperor—in E flat 
Goldbeck. .50 
Grade TV.—Berceuse—in D flat.Chopin. .50 
PIANO METHODS AND EXERCISES. 
PRIMARY PIANO INSTRUCTOR..Goldbeck. 82.00 
First step to beginning of Third Grade. 
FIRST TECHNICS—1st and 2d Grades........R. Goldbeck. 1.00 
THIRTY-SIX EXERCISES—in Three Parts—3d and 4th 
Grades. Part .80 
Part I   80 
Part HI........  1.25 
TWELVE EXERCISES AND ETUDES—Grad es-arsod 5. 
Parti....1.. .80 
Part II............ 80 
MUSICAL ART PUBLICATIONS. 
Goldbeck’s Musical Instructor. Bound (Vol. I).81.50 
(Postage 11 cents.) 
Musical Art. Bound (Vol. II)... 2.75 
(Postage 31 cents.) 
“ “ Bound (Vol. Ill).. 2.75 
(Postage 32 cents.) 
These volumes contain the three graduating courses, reading and 
music text of the Piano, Voice and Harmony, from the first begin¬ 
ning. No discount onjflrst copies of these bound volumes. 
VOCAL MUSIC. 
The Falconer—B flat, 1c—*f..PInsuti. 8 .25 
Parting—in F, *c—3f..Voss. .30 
Oh Fragrant Grovel Waltz Song (*d—ag).Earlo. —4C 
Adieu, Our Dream of Love—‘c—*b flat.Goldbeck. .40 
Those Evening BeHs—F. Celebrated Alto Song. 
Goldbeck. .60 
As a Solo, or with Violin, Flute or Cello accompaniment. 
Forever to Thee. Alto Song. In G.Goldbeck. .40 
VOCAL INSTRUCTOR. By R. Goldbeck  2.50 
Is making its way as the most efficient Instructor. 
YOCAL ETUDES AND EXERCISES. In two Parts. 
Part 1.  .80 
Part H ’.. .80 
SACRED. 
CoUeotion of 7 Quartettes. Each a gem. Of moderate 
difficulty.. 81.50 
Gloria in Excelsis.  .40 
Te Deum.'..50 
ORGAN. 
Collection of 9 Voluntaries, in 8vo form.8 .80 
“ “ “ “ in 4to for . 1.00 
^THEORETICAL. 
The Harmony Primely....8 .75 
ADDITIONAL PIECES AND SONGS. . 
PIANO. ■' 
Grade IV.—The Serenade— — Schubert. 8 . 
“ . Pastorale”et Prifere (Organ or Piano).30 
. -Waltz—in F minor..  ....Chopin. - ;20 
,r: Home, Sweet JJome—in E flat.35 
Grade V.— Song of the Fountain—in F......Goldbeck. .80 
“ Purling Stream—inF... “ 1.00 
EXERCISES. 
General Piano. Technics, Scales. 
SONCS. 
Ave Maria (English and Latin words).Franz, i .25 
Awakening of Spring.d’Aimed a. .25 
My Sailor Love... ■. Boeckel. .85 
Tarantella—A minor.....Mattel. .40 
QUARTETTES. 
Excelsior. Male Quartette or Chorus.Goldbeck. f .50 
Boat Song. Four Female Voices!....... “ .20 
Drop. Drop, Slow Tears. Male Voices. u .25 
Heavenly Serenade. Male Voices. “ .25 927. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, - - Philadelphia, Pa. 92a 
LATEST PUBLICATIONS. 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
• ORDER BY 
srjmber only. Grade 1 to 10. 
918. Goldner, W. Op. 38. Air Moldave 
Mazurka. Grade V... 
Showy, MI of character, moderately difficult. While 
the composition admits of fine shading, it possesses no 
technically difficult passages. The charm of the piece 
lies in the spirit of the composition, rather than the 
finger passages. It is finely edited and remarkably free 
from typographical errors. 
926. Kullak. Op. 8i. No. 3, Grand¬ 
mother Tells a Shuddering Tale. 
Grade II...... ... 
Kullak has written two sets of little pieces .called 
“ Scenes from Childhood.” They are ail excellent, and 
compare well with those Schumann has written. This 
piece is almost descriptive. The theme is measured and 
very mnch minor. One can easily imagine a group of 
children listening to grandmother relating some fright¬ 
ful story. In a few places the story is impressed by a 
repetition of the phrase, which is qnlte lifelike. Toward 
the close the theme grows fainter, and then is heard only 
detachments of it, until finally “Grandmother goes to 
Sleep,” but soon wakens to vigorously close the story. 
927. Licliner, H. Op. 149. No. 6, Gipsey 
Dance. Grade III.. 
This is the last movement of one of the author’s sona¬ 
tinas, a rollicking dance, that will please and instruct 
the average pnpil. The piece is one of the most popular 
in our catalogue. 
8. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 43. No. 1, 
Valse Minuet. Grade IV.. 
This opus comprises the author’s latest published 
work, and is destined to become among the most popular 
of his compositions. As indicated in the title, thia 
position possesses the characteristics of both the valse 
and minuet. In a technical way it affords excellent 
practice in delicate grace-note embellishments in the 
right hand. The second theme, more characteristic' of 
a valse movement, presents a graceful theme in the right 
hand, accompanied by the left in imitation passages, 
* thus giving excellent practice in acquiring a perfect 
independence, both in execution and phrasing, in either 
hand. Musically, the piece is poetic and melcKllous. 
929. Lichner, H. Op. 149. No. 6, Sona¬ 
tina. Grade III.... 
919. Goemer, P. 
Grade II... 
Op. 2. In the Forest. 
A pleasing little musical composition that will encour¬ 
age the despairing pupil. The grade is. perhaps, toward 
the close of Grade IL * 
920. Mendelssohn. Op. 72. No. 3, Kin- 
derstiicke. Grade III... 
Mendelssohn wrote six pieces called Kindersttlcke, 
children pieces, of which this one, No. 3, is, perhaps, the 
most pleasing. It is written after the style of a song 
without womb. It is one of thoee pure and soulful 
simple pieces, that every teacher should teach whenever 
opportunity permits', which is with almost every pnpil. 
It is by playing such lovely gems as this that the begin¬ 
ners see beauty in music outside the dance forms. 
921. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 43. No. 2, 
Mill-Wheel Song. Grade V. 
And what can be said to adequately present the char¬ 
acteristic grace and beamy of this little tone-picture—a 
perfect gem of its hind? The triplet figuration in the 
left hand presents a groundwork of monotonous hum¬ 
ming accompaniment to the bright and sparkling theme 
of the song. As a bit of tone-painting, we know of 
nothing belter in recent piano literature. It has already 
been played in concert by several concert artists, and 
won an invariable Sncore. 
“ There the old mill-wheel remains. 
And lets the mill-stream run; 
And if it shines or if it ruins, 
It sings at set of sun.” 
The sentiment of this motion is most charmingly and 
practically reproduced in the unceasing flow of the 
* stream, and its accompaniment alternating in either 
hand. ' 
922. Schubert, Fr. From Op. 78. Minuet 
in B Minor. Grade VI7.,. 
One of Schubert’s jnost popular pieces, made known 
by the playing of it by Bubinatein when in this country. 
The pieces require the same style of technical playing 
as Chopin's Military Polonaise, Op. 40, No. 2, with the 
. addition of finer shading. One should be well developed 
musically to do j ustice to the beauties of this piece, unless 
it is executed with'the proper taste it will degenerate 
into mere empty hammering the keys of the piano.N, 
923. Schumann, R. Op. 12. .No. 3. 
Warum? (Why?). Grade IV.. 
„ This Is a good study-in GanlabUe playing, besides being 
one of Schumann’s gems. The piece is finely edited by 
W. S.B. Mathews. • 
924. KuMau, F. . Op. 55.. 
tina. Grade III....... 
No. 1, Sona- 
Kuhlau has written many pleasing and instructive 
little works for piano, but none more beautiful than the 
one before us. It is in the' key of C, bright, flowing and 
melodic. It has one peculiarity in not having a slow 
movement: after the first movement, which is in strict 
form, the yivact movements enter and make a pleasing 
effect. . ■ • 
~ 926r~Macfarren, Walter. Golden Slum¬ 
bers. Grade IV........... 
. A very pleasing cradl® song—delightful to play. Easy 
of execution and is Bure to awaken the finar-sense .of 
musical feeling. It is finely edited by Bern. Boekelm&n. 
This is one of the most delightful sonatinas issued.' 
Full of melody, which flows with ease and grace from be¬ 
ginning to end. A Gypsy Dance forms the last move¬ 
ment, which has grown very popular as a separate piece, 
but is nowhere more welcome than where it originally 
belongs. 
930. Heller. Serenade 
Grade III...... 
Of - Schubert. 
This is an elegant arrangement of this exquisite 
melody. The edition is finely edited by J. 0. Fillmore. 
We have just published 
. PUPIL’S LESSON BOOK. 
Zb . ****** | 1 . ' 1 ™ 
Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen. 
The object of this work is to systemiee practice and stimulate the 
student to better study. „It contains a record of the pupil’s work 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date of each lemon is 
also given, and in the back of the little book are four blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful. 
Address the Publisher, 
3* . THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS! 
ft! “The Practical Value of Certain Modem Theories respecting 
Science of Harmony.” By J. 0. Fillmore, Author of 4? His¬ 
tory of Music,”.....26 cts. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Behnmnn,...25 cts. 
“Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or Pupil.” By Aloys 
Hehnes,..'........15 cts. 
“Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst,._10 cts. 
“ Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By 0. A. Macirore,.10 cts. 
The Five sent by Mall for SO cts. - 
Address Publisher, 
60 THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestsut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
A WORK .FOR EVERT TEAOHER. 
PIANO TEACHING 
BT 
. FELIX LE COUPPEY, 
PRACTICAL HARMONY; 
DESIGNED .FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
BY 
1>S. F. L. BETTS'JEK, 
Price 76 Cents in Paper; hi.00 in Boards. 
A work of the greatest importance to students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in onr language, and we are sore that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in our Bystem of musical 
education. If takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the student to musical pro¬ 
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PROSSER, 
Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street. 
DACTYLIONT. 
FOR PI AMO' STUDENTS 
A new invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Player. 
To strengthen the fingers. 
To improve the touch. 
To ensure flexibility and ra; 
To give correct position .of j 
To save time ana. a vast e 
: d. — 
' of labor. d itmou^u 
PRIQE 83.60," Net. - ' 
UnquaUfiedhudoraement of leading artists and teacher*, among whom 
are 8. B. Mills, Dr Louis Maas, Madam* Bivk-Kino, Borret Gold- 
brok, Carlyle Prsosilba, etc., etc. 
.. Send for circular giving detailed information. 
Address TMEOMORB \ 
lX’maxola.to<3. by ~MI -A.. SXSSSTADT. 
Price 75 Cents, Postpaid. 
CONTENTS. 
L Introduction—Object of this Book. 
II. The age st which the Study of Piano may begin. 
III. Should a Musical Education be begun by Study of Solfeggio? 
IV. I» Classical to be preferred to Brilliant Music ? 
V. The Study of Technic. 
VI. The Utility of Collections of Etudes—'Various Counsels. 
VII. The Precautions to be taken when many faults are met with 
in Pupils who have studied the Piano for some time. 
VJLLL Emulation. 
IX. Mtutlc&i Memory. 
X. Can a Teacher himself prudently give up theJUgjdy of the Piano 
XL Accessory qualities of the Teacher. \ 
XII. To Pupils. 
XHI. The Method of Practice. 
XTV. The Influence of Musical Studies, and the kind of instruction 
necessary to a Teacher. 
XV. General Bemarks—last Counsel. . 
Published by FHEG. Ic1' JEI» JEOSfsOE Jtfii, 
1704 Sheetnnt Street, PUladelpldR, Pa. 
NEAT AND SUBSTANTIAL 
4MUSIC v FOLIOS^ 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Fries 75 Cents. $6.00 per dozen, by Express. 
This folio is without spring hack or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, Phila., Pa. 
AN IMPORTANT WORK. 
. tv ; ' . 
S$ofa fo tUnforsfanb ®usir 
VOL II. 
■■Rip 
BT W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE SI.50. 
Musical Miscellanies, Historical, Oritioal, 
Philosophical and Pedagogic. 
~ Among the subjects treated, are Self Culture in Music, 
Bird’s-eye View of Musical History, Wagner (8 Chapters), 
Theory of Piano Teaching, Psychological relations of 
music, etc., etc. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia. 
314, THE ETUBE, 
Indispensable to Organists. COURSE IN HARMON Y. 
Brown’s Interludes............Cloth, $2.00 
Brown’s 633 Modulations to and from all 
major and minor keys....................Cloth, $2.00 
Every page of these works is replete, with* the richest harmonies, most 
brilliant progressions, and novel effects in chord combination. 
Brown’s Yoluntaries. Yol. I...Cloth, $2.00 
A collection of rare pieces of unusual beauty. 
THREE BEIIXIAMT CONGEST PIECES, 
FOB TWO MANUALS AND PEDAL. 
Meditations in D. Thome.....$ .40 
Andante Crazioso. Lysberg..40 
.Offertoire on a Theme by Heller. Brown....... .40 
Send us a postal card giving your address, and we 
will mail full deecriptive specimen pages and special 
prices on direct orders. 
BROWN BROS.,Trenton, New Jersey. 
Keif Lessons+in * Harmony. 
BY 
JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
“ We know no other work in which a musical student can learn so 
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer¬ 
cise.”—The Nation, New York. 
This, work is based on the ideas of Dr. Htrao Bismahh, and has as 
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.” 
“A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the 
drift of modem speculation in music.”—The Nation, 
Dr. Riemann, “ The greatest living musical theorist.”—The Nation. 
MUSIC TEACHERS 
HAVE DECIDED THAT 
WIIfIIf'1 
RAPID METHOD 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE 
is the most desirable method published, and 
both recommend and adopt it. 
By G-EO. H. HOWARD, A.M. 
BMZGE $l.SO. 
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course 
or for an extended period of study. A great savliig of 
tlmeto teachers. A real help.to students. 
This work is being received with great favor, and is already Intro¬ 
duced in several of the test conservatories in this country. In pamphlet 
form it has had a large sale, and now that it is completed, it seems sure 
to take a leading place among works on Harmony. 
Simple explanations, short sentences and plain language throughout 
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students. 
It will lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Har¬ 
mony, bnt also to become'-able to distinguish intervals, chords, progres¬ 
sions and treatments by ear as readily as with the eye. 
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the Interest of the 
course is well sustained. It will not be found dry,by any careful stu¬ 
dent. . Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-book of this 
kind, never having appeared before. 
The book will be found interesting and helpful In every way to the 
teacher and the pupil.' It is also rich in suggestions for general im¬ 
provement and in reviews. In advanced study It will be found invalu¬ 
able. ® 
The conviction oi its excellence will strengthen ss it 1b 
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the most 
popular-work on Harmony yet published.. 
Address __ 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, . 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
+ SPENGLER'S + 
System of Technic, 
FOR THE PIANO-FORTE. 
PRICE, 81.50. Iilmp Cloth, $3 00 
Original and jligHy Interesting ’W’oilf ior 
Professional and /bnateur. 
eTUST PUBLISHED. 
We- offer, in this System of Technic a work that is 
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and 
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities. 
While the aim has been to Bet before the player 
new and interesting matter, yet the more important 
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit:— 
to develope the weaker fingers, and .to equalize, the 
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac¬ 
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi¬ 
tion in all major and minor keys,, and to cultivate the 
mind as well as the fingers. 
Advice to Young Students of the Pianoforte. 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
PRICE, lO Cta. 
♦S* SEND FOR A FULL DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR. Some good advice >r every one studying the piano. 
Address WHAT SHALL WE PLAY. r  
THE W. W. WHITHEY CO., 
TOLEDO, O.. 
MUSICAL GAME. 
ALLEGRANDO. 
Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
Yhfc game consists of card®, on which the different notes and rests 
are printed, one onrevary card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played in succession and added together as 
they are played until the value of a whole note is reached,” when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note.' this gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rales for a number of different games, tables showing the notes, rests, 
. key*. See., accsKspusy the game. 
Those teaming to play the Plano, Organ, Violin, or any iother instru¬ 
ment; those who sing; those who-wish to read music faster} in fact, all 
who are interested in music, need this charming game. 
It teaches* the value of notes and rests. 
The mjasw of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice In musical fractions. 
’The msiwt way to learn to read music. 
You ream, while flaying an Interesting game. 
It i* readily learned, even by children. 
Tims flavoted to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games* 
' A splendid game for evening parties. 
"A new departure—entirely radii* any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, eyen if not 
rasicistis* themselves. •' 
Interesting to old anti young, beginner* and advanced alike. 
Those ending study music will find it to their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons 
; Price, 60 Cents. 
Address Publisher, - . 
THEO. PRESSEft, 
f04 Chestnut Street. Philadelphia, Pa. 
By CARL REINECKE. 
IPMICE, 35 CTS. 
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady. 
GRAND, SQUARE, ani UPBI0IT 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
. fifty years, and npon their excellence alone 
- have attained an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE. 
Which establishes them as- 
UNEQUALED 
—IN— 
Tore, Tone!, fortasiip, and IraMlity! 
Swy Kano My Warranted fbr 5 Years. 
WM. KNABE & CO., 
22 & 24 EL Baltimore Street, BALTIMORE. 
148 Fifth Awe., near 20th It., NEW YORE. 
81T Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
TWO WORKS FOR PIANO PLAYERS. 
THE ARTISTS' REPERTOIRE 
PRICE R1.00 IN BOARDS. 
CONTENTS. 
Hondo Capriccioso. Qp. 14...Mendelssohn. 
Impromptu. Op. 142, No. 2. (Ab ).;..Schubert. 
Polonaise. Op. 40, No. 1. (A ...F. Chopin. 
March Heroique...H. Yon Biilow. 
Polish Dance. Op. No. 1. ..Scharwenka. 
Une Perle. (Bluette).Behr. 
The Hunter’s Horn.F. Von Koraatzki, 
The Mill....  Jensen. 
Cacoucha. Caprice.  Kelt. 
Priests’ March, from Athalia....Mendelssohn. 
Students of Sorrento...Celega. 
Pavan.   ..Sharpe, 
Turkish March.....:.Mozart. 
Pomponette, (Style Louis XV)....Durand. 
Intermezzo et Valse Lente.Arr. by Tracy, 
Melodic in F.   Bubinstein. 
Gypsy Bondo. From Trio No. 5.  ..Haydn. 
Valse. Op. 33.     Durand, 
Farewell to tfc< Piano.,....... •.‘.Beethoven. 
Two Mexican Dances.„..L..Aviles. 
The Brook..............Pape. 
Springtilhe....-......Cajreno, 
Nel Cor Pin...1.....Beethoven. 
Theme Allemand.  Leybach, 
Plxis Valse.....Pixis. 
Taran telle..Heller. 
Die Jagd. (The Chase).Bheinberger. 
Puritan!.  ...Leybach. 
Loure, from 3d Suite. J; S. Bach.Arr. by Heinze. 
Harmonious Blacksmith.  Hftndel 
STANDARD DUETTES. 
MUSIC TEACHERS . | A Collection of Interesting1 4-Hand Pieces. 
_ By E. M. SEFTON. 
REVISED EDITION. 
Price, ' - - SO Cents* 
The book contains everything for keeping Acconnts 
of Music Teachers; • Index; Daily Programme, a page 
for each pupil; .Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address publisher, 
THEO. PBE88EBP 
1704 Ch«fa8t It. Phflo&alpSjia, Pa. 
SS QTEWART'S Celebrated Banjos, the 
•* . leading and beat make. In use by more profes¬ 
sional players than any other. Also Banjo MubIc and Instruction 
Books in great variety. Banjo music for one banjo, for two banjos, 
for banjo and piano, etc. ;. ' # 
The Banjo and GuWar;Journal, 
the great stand-by for banjo-players. UEhrronly paper of .the kind 
published. Pri^-uTcents per copy. v-i—i, 
Large illustrated catalogue at price list, giving detailed informa¬ 
tion about the Banjo and its music, mailed on receipt of 6 cento in 
stamps. ; Address 8. 8. STEWART, 221 4 223 Church 8t., Phlla., Pa. 
PRICE 91.00 IN B0AR09. 
CONTENTS. 
Alerte, Fanfare Militalre. Behr. 
Basket of Roses, Quadrille.-IStre&bbog. 
'Bella,.or La Tonkinoise March. Wenzel. 
Best Shot March......’.. ....Arr.-Balley. 
Blue Alsatian Mountains Waltzes..Lamothe. 
British Patrol.......ABch. 
Bucephele Galop. ....Arr.-Micheux, 
Flower Song, Op. 39.Lange. 
L’Alerte, Fanfare Militalre.  Streabbog. 
Marche des Pompiers. Watson. 
Martha, Op. 112.Beyer. 
Pearl of Love, Valse Elegante...  ....’Blake. 
Quadrille, Op. 117.  Streahbog. 
Qul Vive, Grand Galop de Concert, Op. 12.....Ganz. 
Secret Love, Gavotte.  Beech. 
See-Saw Waltzes.........-.Crowe; 
Swedish Wedding March...    derman. 
fan.'5-Jnbal Polk--,..... Waterman. 
Tonkinoise La) Match.....'...........Wenzi 
Wandering Jew, Grand Valse Brillante..............Burgmuller. 
Address - 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
SECOND VOLUME 
These studies are composed for the purpose t ‘ over-, 
coming special faults and defects in piano playing. 
They are to be used only with pupils who have contracted 
certain bkcLbabits. They are a medicine rather than a; 
tcenic. The author has, in these studies, happily com¬ 
bined Instractionrwith pleasure. ' ; ^ _" ' ? ■ 
Address publisher, 
THEO. PEESSER, Philadelphia, Pa. 
FIFTY EXAMINATION QUESTIONS 
EOS PIANOFOETE STUDENTS, 
BY ALBERT W. BORST. C; 
• Pries 5 Cents. BO Cents Per Dozen. 
THEQ. PRESSER, Publisher, Philad’a, Pa. 
AND 
For Organized Bands, Military and Zouave Companies, 
Drum Corps, Police, Firemen’s and Independent Orgt 
and Latest Designs in all styles. Also a fine assortmi 
Belts, Pooches, Drum Major’s Batons, Shakos, etc. 
Send for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List. Ac 
GEORGE E¥HW$ ft 
132 North Fifth Street, PI 
Schools, 
or anizations. Newest 
ent of Hats, Caps, 
ddress 
* CO, 
Please mention the Etude. 
HILADELPHIA, PA. 
lE^A-LIMlIEIR/S 
PIANO PRIMER 
15th EDITION. 
Notes and' Rem»i*lss by such M.asleietn® as Dr. 
Win. Mason, ■ Mr, Wn. II. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert B. Parsons, etc. 
It is concise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as & standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, 91*00 ; in Board covers;, 76 centgj and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address ' 
THEODORE PRESSES, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
STUDIES IN 
FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
E. W. KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and 
other exercises. 
The work affords material for acquiring the ability to 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time. 
Prie® $1.50, In Boards. 
PALMER’S 
flew Pronouncing Pocket Dictionary 
of musical Terms. 
DEFINED. 2000 TERMS 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently been issued, which contains up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who Btudies music. 
PRICE 25 CENTS. 
Address THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
A System of Piano Technic, 
JAMES HAMILTON HOWE. 
CLOTH, $1.50. 
Includes a complete set of Scales, Arpeggios, Double 
Thirds, Double Sixths, etc., in various motions, together 
with fingered exercises for special developments, and 
School of Embellishments. It follows nicely the popular 
Pianoforte Instructor, of late issue (by the same Author), 
in connection with appropriately graded studies and in¬ 
structive compositions. This work has been introduced 
in some of our leading schools of music. A newly- 
revised and corrected edition, is in process of publication, 
necessitated by the-.advanced sales of the work. The 
“ Technic” in the future will be bound in limp.cloth, bo 
desirable for carrying the same in music rolls. A new 
and original Arpeggio Exercise will be introduced in the 
next edition. 
THEO, PRESSER, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, 
MUSIC PUPIL’S TIME CARD. 
An accurate record of lessons taken and. music received. Space 
given to arrange a daily practice schedule; alsorfor hints and cau¬ 
tions hy the teacher, for (harking the degree or excellence of each 
lesson, ancs blank receipts to be filled out at the close of the term. 
Convenient in form and an incentive to the pupil. 
“I like the card; think it is entirely practical.”—Emil Liehling, 
Chicago, Jan. 11, ’89. 
Price, 50 cents for a Package of 25 Cards. 
TOR SALE BY 
The Root fit Son’s Music Co., 
' CHICAGO, ILL., 
And THEO. PRESSER, 1704 CHESTNUT ST., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
Portraits of Great Musicians 
SIZE, 22 x 28 INCHES. 
Price $1.00. Postage and Tube, 10 Cents. 
“ $5.00, with Frame, Antique Oak. 
The following arje now ready:— 
BEETHOVEN, MENDELSSOHN, 
MOZART, _ WAGNER. 
OTHEBS TO FOLLOW. 
A wort that eyery Student of the Piano M\i study 
1. Mendelssohn, First Song without Words. 
2. Bach, Loure in 6. 
8. Chopin, Nocturne in E flat. 
4. Mendelssohn’s Hunting Song. 
5. Schumann, Warum. . 
6. Mendelssohn, Spring Song. 
7. Schumann, Nachtstuecke in F, Op. 23, No. 4 
8. Bach, Invention in E minor, 3 voice, No. 7. 
9. Schumann, Grillen. 
10. Bubinstein, Melody in F. 
11. Schumann, Polonaise in D, out of Opus 2. 
12. Mendelssohn (Duetto), No. 18. 
13. Schumann, Homewards. 
14. Chopin, Prelude in D flat. 
15. Bach, Saraband in E minor. 
16. Schubert, Minuet in B minor. Op. 79. 
The elegant portraits have given the greatest satisfac 
tion whenever introduced. The former price for these 
was $4.50 each, without frame; 
Address THEQ. PRESSER, 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILADELPHIA 
SU IT A B L E FOR CHORAL SOCIETIES. 
Mrs. SPEAKER, 
"AN OPEBETTA. 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
- London—Novello, Ewer A Co., or from the composer, 3602 Hamilton 
Street, Philadelphia. Special t«nm lor quantities. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
Price 81.50 Hot 
COJMTENTSt 
Introduction. Principles of Interpretation. 
Method of Study. 
ILLUSTBATIONSt 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 CHSSTN UT STBEET, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
FROM “ 
BY GEN. LEW. WALLACE, 
II 
By HENRY PETIT, Opus S. 
“ Wake not, but hear me. Love!” - - - BO cents. 
II. The Song of the Nile, “I Sigh as I Sing,” - - - .50 cents. 
III. “ Kapila,” Warrior-Priest, Heroic Song, ... 60 cents. 
The above are all excellent songs, of medium difficulty, for soprano 
or tenor voice. 
Extract from a note by the author of the music to the author of the poems. 
“Although the melodies are Anglo-Saxon in their motives, if the 
songs are intelligently sting by one who understands their musical con¬ 
ception an Eastern impression may be produced upon the-irear8r, 
“ IL Thus in ‘ The Song of the NUe,’ Iras is at first musing, and 
formulates harwishes in a simple strain taken from the movement to 
and fro of palm trees; which taasjs her to break out in a prayer to the 
god Nilus. JuBt as this outburst is developed she hears the god’s 
answer, by the Bame strain in the dominaat key, and is carried on by 
the words’until she awakens to find it bat a dream, and closes with her 
original musing ending in a loftier aspiration. 
“HI. As to ‘Kapila.’ The melody here again is Anglo-Saxon, but 
the fire with which it Bhould be sung is that of a Hindoo enthusiast. 
If the Binger can bring nut the sentiment pf the words, the strains will, 
it is hoped, be found a Bniiable vehicle for their expression. 
“;IL In the little ‘ Song of Tirzah,’ the strings of the aebel have sug¬ 
gested the treatment, and controlled the movement. There are endless 
piano movements, embracing arpeggios, for example, which might be 
exquisitely rendered to the words of this poem, but in this case the 
simple chords have been used, as seemed suggested by trie context * * * 
Tirzah no donbt possessed much sentiment and power of expression, 
but it is extremely doubtful if she would have appreciated the style of 
the modern virtuoso. . 
“ These three songs, if sung consecutively, in their order, reach a cer¬ 
tain climax in themselves as a whole, and so consdered may prove an 
appropriate number on a concert programme.” 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PHESSER, PH AOELPHIA. — 
E 
STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By (r. W. BE YAM!, 
PR ICE' # 1. SO . 
MS: 0: 
The inadequate results from technical exercises at the piano is too well known to piano players, and forms the great 
barrier to a proper advancement in piano playing. 
Science, having investigated this subject, has discovered and can explain the reasons of such uneconomical results, and can 
now supply at a cheap cost a better and more direct process for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of .the hand. 
It is now used by eminent pianists in their teaching and for their own personal use, and hundreds of teachers testify 
that it is invaluable to both themselves and their pupils. 
As this new method marks a most important reform in technical teaching, all piano players should make themselves 
acquainted with its principles, by reading a — 
TREATISE UPON TECHNIC, AND THE NEW. SCIENTIFIC METHOD FOR QUICKER ATTAINMENT 
• OF ARTISTIC EXPRESSION. IN PIANO- PLAYING” 
H@0 6 West I4tb Street, Hew Yer 
From Bafffel tToseffy. From, Moritz Jtosenthal, 
FOR TEACHING AND 
Used and Recommended by the GREATEST ARTISTS and 
TEACHERS In the WORLD. 
To Mb. Virgil. 
Dear Sir—I recently had occasion to See and examine one 
of your Practice Claviers at the residence of Mr. Alexander 
Lambert, and I desire to express to you my full appreciation 
of the excellence of your invention. ^Notwithstanding the 
well known aphorism of Eobt. Schumann, that “One cannot 
learn to speak from the dumb,” I am convinced that many 
technical 'difficulties may be conquered upon your instru¬ 
ment more quickly and accurately than in the ordinary 
way; and with the utmost.regard for the ears of sensitive 
neighbors. 
In my own practice, I make special use of the Bilent key¬ 
board—yours is this and much more. 
Mr. A. K. Virgil. , 
—Dear Sir—Allow me to congratulate you on your useful 
and much needed invention, the “Practice Clavier.” Iam 
l using it and like it very much. The principles of touch 
involved are entirely correct and meet my full approbation. 
For acquiring perfect finger control, for gaining strength 
and endurance, and as a means for silent practice, it is 
excellent. 
Wishing you great success, I am cordially yours, 
FOR EVERY -TEACHER, PUPIL, PLAYER, HOME AND SCHOOL, 
INEXPENSIVE, PORTABLE, DURABLE. 
New York, January 13th, 1889, IRVINGTON, N. Y., April 5th, 1889. 
